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 Environmental heterogeneity is a traditional explanation for the biodiversity observed in 
nature and could be key in structuring soil microbial communities. From the soil microbe 
perspective, heterogeneity can be generated by both edaphic properties and by plant communities 
through litter inputs and root exudation. This dissertation focuses on investigating the role that 
plant communities play in potentially creating environmental heterogeneity within the soil and 
how that impacts soil bacterial community structure. 
Soil biota can be influenced at both local and regional scales. In Chapter 1, within a 
restoration context, I not only determined if plant restoration resulted in soil bacterial community 
restoration, I compared the relative importance of soil properties, plant communities and regional 
processes within an old-field and remnant prairie. I found that the capacity of the plant 
community to influence soil bacteria varied depending upon restoration age and land-use history. 
In Chapter 2, I tested the hypotheses that an increase in plant richness could promote a 
more diverse rhizosphere bacterial community and if any response was a result of differing plant 
species harboring distinct bacterial compositions (plant identity effect). Results indicated that 
plant identity and plant presence were more important for structuring rhizosphere bacterial 
communities than plant richness, potentially because not enough environmental heterogeneity 
was generated within the overall rhizospheres to elicit a response by the bacteria. 
Rhizodeposition can vary temporally in response to plant phenology, potentially 
influencing the detection of a plant identity effect over time. Further, rhizosphere bacterial 
compositions could display seasonal patterns by responding to root exudation patterns generated 
by plant phenology. In Chapter 3, rhizosphere bacterial communities of a forb species exhibited 
seasonal changes potentially associated with plant phenology, whereas those of two grass species 
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changed over time, but not seasonally. These different temporal patterns generated conditions in 
which the plant identity effect of the forb was not permanent. 
Overall, my results show that resource heterogeneity promoted by plant communities, 
both spatially and temporally, can be an important, but not exclusive component, in shaping soil 
bacterial communities. Further, the influence of the plant community can vary depending upon 
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 Soil is a vital component of ecosystems: it regulates plant productivity and sustains a vast 
array of biogeochemical processes such as carbon and nitrogen cycling (Zak et al. 2003). The 
majority of these soil processes (up to 90%) are reactions mediated by soil microorganisms. 
Thus, soil microbes are essential to ecosystem functioning (Spehn et al. 2000; Nannipieri et al. 
2003). A basic assumption has been that soil microbial communities are functionally redundant. 
In other words, regardless of the microbial community composition, when placed in similar 
environments the communities will function in an identical manner (van Elsas et al. 2012). 
However, more and more we are finding that soil microbial composition and diversity can be 
important for ecosystem processes such as decomposition rates (Strickland et al. 2009).  
Even with the potential significance of soil microbial community composition and 
diversity for ecosystem processes, relative to plants and animals, we know very little about 
which microorganisms inhabit the soil and the factors that shape microbial communities 
(Broughton and Gross 2000; Horner-Devine et al. 2004a). This is largely because it has been 
very difficult to observe and describe soil microbes, the majority of which cannot be cultured in 
the laboratory (Kent and Triplett 2002; Prosser et al. 2007). But with the recent development of 
DNA-based techniques, a more complete picture is slowly developing. For example, it has been 
estimated that the diversity of soil microbes, especially bacteria, is tremendous with thousands of 
distinct genomes within one gram of soil (Torsvik et al. 1990). Yet, we are just beginning to 
discover what lies beneath our feet and determining the key factors that structure soil microbial 
communities will only enhance our understanding of their impact on ecosystem processes.  
For over a century, ecologists have been describing the distributions, abundances and 
diversity of organisms to better understand the mechanisms that regulate biodiversity across 
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spatial and temporal scales (Tilman and Pacala 1993; van der Gast et al. 2008; Hovatter et al. 
2011). To this end, several hypotheses have been proposed that provide insight into the factors 
that structure communities (e.g. keystone species hypothesis, intermediate disturbance 
hypothesis, productivity-diversity relationships, neutral theory) (Paine 1966; Connell 1978; 
Rosenzweig 1995; Hubbell 2001). However, most ecological theory has been developed for 
macroorganisms with little application to soil microbial ecology until recently (Nannipieri et al. 
2003; Smith et al. 2005). For instance, Fierer et al. (2007) applied the concept of r- and K-
selected species to soil bacteria. Using observational, experimental and meta-analytical 
approaches, they found that bacteria such as beta-Proteobacteria corresponded to the r-selected 
species classification (copiotrophs) because they are fast growing and quickly take advantage of 
high nutrient supplies. In contrast, Acidobacteria were classified as K-selected (oligotrophs) due 
to their higher abundance in low C environments and slow growth rates. Horner-Devine et al. 
(2004b) found that soil bacterial communities display a taxa-area relationship similar to plants 
and animals: the number of taxa encountered increases asymptotically with increasing area due 
to factors such as environmental heterogeneity. Still, there is a lot we do not know concerning 
the patterns of soil microbial diversity and the factors that structure their communities. 
Incorporating current ecological theory into microbial ecology will not only increase our basic 
understanding of how soil microbial communities are structured but will aid in our efforts to 
conserve biodiversity within a world that is increasingly being altered by human activity 
(Nannipieri et al. 2003; Prosser et al. 2007; van der Gast et al. 2008). 
 My research focuses on investigating the role that environmental heterogeneity and plant 
communities play in governing soil bacterial diversity and in shaping the compositions of soil 
bacterial communities. Niche-based hypotheses have been traditionally applied to try and 
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account for the diversity we observe in nature (Leibold et al. 2004). The idea is that an increase 
in resource diversity can result in greater species coexistence by increasing opportunities for 
resource partitioning. This niche-based view assumes that available species differ in their 
ecological traits and exhibit trade-offs in their ecological requirements such that each species is 
limited by a different resource (MacArthur 1958; Harner and Harper 1976; Tilman 2004). 
Resource niches not only vary spatially, but also temporally, increasing the breadth of 
heterogeneity within a habitat and potentially influencing community compositions (Chesson and 
Huntly 1997).  
 Soil is perhaps the most spatially and temporally heterogeneous environments on Earth, 
composed of a complex array of physical structures (e.g. soil aggregates and pores) and chemical 
compounds, with significant fluctuations in temperature, moisture and nutrient availabilities 
(Schmidt et al. 2007). Many soil ecologists, focusing upon these soil edaphic properties, have 
found that soil pH, texture, moisture, organic matter and nutrient availability (among others) can 
all be important in explaining soil bacterial community compositions (Fierer et al. 2003; Fierer 
and Jackson 2006; Dimitriu and Grayston 2010; Harrison and Bardgett 2010).  
Garnering less attention is how soil bacterial communities are impacted by the 
environmental heterogeneity promoted by the co-occurring plant communities (Hooper et al. 
2000; Berg and Smalla et al. 2009). Heterotrophic bacteria rely upon decomposing plant material 
and plant root exudates for survival (Zak et al. 2003). All else being equal, a more diverse plant 
community could provide a greater variety of resources through differences in the amount, nature 
and timing of litter inputs and root exudation, thereby supporting a more diverse assemblage of 
soil bacteria (Kowalchuk et al. 2002; Innes et al. 2004; Eisenhauer et al. 2010; Lamb et al. 2011). 
The work encompassed within this dissertation centers around the hypothesis that the plant 
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community provides an additional means of soil environmental heterogeneity and is an avenue 
for influencing the soil bacterial community. Throughout this dissertation, I examine the impacts 
of the plant community on soil bacterial communities in grassland habitats from both an applied 
(Chapter 1) and theoretical perspective (Chapters 2 and 3), within contrasting soil environments 
(bulk soil, rhizosphere) and across differing spatial (field landscape, rhizosphere) and temporal 
scales (one growing season or multiple samplings over two growing seasons). Below I briefly 
describe the context in which I investigate plant community effects upon soil bacterial 
communities, followed by a summary of the main objectives, for each chapter. 
 
Chapter 1: Evaluating the roles of plant communities, soil properties and regional processes 
upon soil bacterial communities within a grassland restoration experiment. 
 Successful restoration is not only restoring plant communities, but also restoring the 
ecosystem processes that have been altered. Because soil bacteria are integral to ecosystem 
functioning, restoring bacterial compositions has attracted great interest. But, to do so, we need a 
better understanding of what factors govern these communities. Soil bacteria can potentially be 
influenced at the local scale through environmental heterogeneity generated by both soil 
properties and the plant community, as described above. Furthermore, restored plant 
communities could affect soil bacteria directly over the short-term through root exudation and 
easily decomposable litter or indirectly through longer-term litter inputs and improved soil 
quality. Simultaneously, regional processes such as dispersal limitations, stochastic assembly and 
historical legacies could be impacting soil bacterial community structure independent from local 
niche-based effects (metacommunity theory).  
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Using a tallgrass prairie restoration experiment located throughout an old-field landscape, 
I ask if tallgrass prairie plant restoration can produce changes in bulk soil bacterial communities 
six growing seasons after restoration. I hypothesized that restored tallgrass prairie could directly 
impact soil bacteria over the short-term if different bacterial communities were observed under 
the old-field vs. restored plant communities. Second, I determined the relative importance of the 
spatial heterogeneity of plant communities, soil properties and regional processes for the bulk 
soil bacterial communities found throughout the restoration experiment. In doing so, I could 
evaluate the metacommunity dynamics of the soil bacteria. Lastly, to gauge the potential success 
of the restoration further, both the soil bacterial communities and metacommunity dynamics of 
the restoration experiment were compared to those of a remnant prairie located nearby. 
 
Chapter 2: Plant presence and species composition, but not plant diversity, influence 
rhizosphere bacterial communities within a Kansas experiment. 
 In Chapter 2, the focus shifts from bulk soil bacterial communities throughout an old-
field landscape, to the rhizosphere within an experiment 1400m2 in size. The rhizosphere is the 
portion of soil that is being directly influenced by the root. Within this area, soil microbes can 
obtain plant-derived carbon primarily through rhizodeposition, but also from decaying root 
biomass. The predominant component of rhizodeposition is root exudation in the forms of 
organic acids, sugars and amino acids. This creates an environment in which the rhizosphere 
selects for or against particular microbes, increasing microbial biomass, lowering microbial 
diversity and giving rise to distinct microbial community compositions compared to bulk soil 
(also known as the plant presence effect or rhizosphere effect). Further, the rhizosphere 
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communities can be very distinct among differing plant species because root exudation patterns 
can be very plant-specific (plant identity effect).  
Currently, it is thought that with increasing plant species richness, soil bacteria can be 
positively influenced through an increase in the diversity of root exudates and litter inputs. These 
increases can potentially lead to a greater diversity of food resources and available niches to 
support a more diverse bacterial community, although evidence for this is limited. Many that 
have found a positive relationship between plant richness and soil bacterial diversity have 
attributed the results to an indirect effect of plant productivity, which is often increased with 
higher plant richness, and not plant richness per se. Further, most of these studies have focused 
on bulk soil communities with only a few examining rhizosphere bacterial communities. It is 
possible that rhizosphere bacterial communities could show a stronger response to plant richness 
via the plant identity effect, because rhizosphere communities can be far more plant-driven than 
bulk soil communities.  
 For this study, I used three perennial grassland plant species and established plant 
communities that were composed of monocultures of all three species, a full combination of 2-
species mixtures and a 3-species mixture. Using these treatments, I examined the effects of plant 
identity on rhizosphere bacterial diversity and composition and determined if increased plant 
richness (1-3) led to an increase in rhizosphere bacterial diversity. Lastly, by using plant biomass 
measurements, I established if any observed plant richness effects could be attributed to 




Chapter 3: Temporal dynamics of soil bacterial communities in the rhizospheres of three 
perennial grassland species. 
 As stated above, it is hypothesized that different plant species can harbor distinct 
microbial communities within their rhizospheres through differences in the compositions and 
amounts of root exudates (plant identity effect). However, unique rhizosphere microbial 
communities associated with different plant species are not always found within the literature 
potentially for several reasons, one being that detecting a plant identity effect could depend upon 
sampling time. Because patterns of root exudation can vary due to plant phenology, it is possible 
that the plant identity effect could also vary in response to changing exudation patterns. Further, 
changes in rhizosphere microbial community structure responding to root exudation patterns 
associated with plant phenology could exhibit seasonal patterns. 
 For this study, the same experiment as described in Chapter 2 was used, but I focused on 
the monoculture plant communities. I sampled rhizosphere bacterial communities from the three 
perennial grassland plant species four times over two growing seasons, corresponding with the 
phenology of the plant species (active growth vs. flowering). From these samples, I determined 
the extent of the plant identity effect among the three plant species and if this effect was 
maintained over time. Secondly, I investigated if rhizosphere bacterial communities exhibited 
seasonal patterns corresponding to plant phenology. If a plant species’ rhizosphere communities 
exhibited primarily seasonal patterns, I expected a consistent change in rhizosphere bacterial 
communities for each year sampled.  
 With this dissertation, my goal is to not only satisfy my own keen interest and curiosities 
about the world beneath our feet, but to also contribute to the developing field of soil ecology. 
By using an approach based upon current ecological theory, I hope to provide further insight into 
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the elements that shape our soil biota, while also advancing our ability to generalize ecological 
patterns across all types of organisms, including plants, animals and microorganisms. Given the 
large abundances, diversities and significance of microorganisms, “ecological theory that has 
been developed for plants and animals has limited value if it does not apply to microbial 



















CHAPTER 1: Evaluating the roles of plant communities, soil properties and regional 
processes upon soil bacterial communities within a grassland restoration experiment 
 
Abstract: 
 Restoration of terrestrial habitats is increasingly focused upon the restoration of both the 
plant communities and ecosystem function. However, successfully restoring ecosystem function 
requires knowledge of the factors that govern soil bacterial communities (SBC). These factors 
can include i) the resource heterogeneity produced by plant communities through short-term 
direct (root exudates) and/or long-term indirect (litter inputs) effects; ii) the heterogeneity of soil 
environmental properties; and iii) regional processes which could include dispersal limitations, 
stochastic assembly and historical legacies. Understanding the relative importance of these 
factors for SBC structure and function will increase our basic knowledge of soil communities 
and our ability to restore native ecosystems. I utilized an ongoing tallgrass prairie restoration 
experiment in northeastern Kansas to assess if seed sowing restored native tallgrass plant 
communities and produced changes in SBC over the short-term. I further examined the relative 
importance of the spatial heterogeneity of plant communities, soil environmental properties and 
regional processes for SBC structure. To evaluate the restoration, a nearby remnant prairie was 
used as a reference. After six growing seasons, seed sowing restored plant community diversity 
comparable to the remnant prairie. Within the restoration experiment, SBC were not influenced 
by plant restoration potentially due to insufficient time since restoration. Instead, the local 
heterogeneity of soil environmental properties and regional processes were important for 
structuring SBC. In contrast, plant communities were the primary factor influencing SBC within 
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the remnant prairie. Different SBC between the restoration experiment and the remnant prairie 




Historically, the tallgrass prairie encompassed 63 million hectares within the Great Plains 
of North America. Agricultural activity, since the 1830’s, has almost eliminated the tallgrass 
prairie leaving less than one percent intact (Samson and Knopf 1994). This generates conditions 
in which native prairie remnants are extremely isolated within a highly fragmented agricultural 
landscape, increasing the risk for local and regional extinctions of native prairie species and 
invasion by exotics (Parker et al. 1993; Kindscher and Tieszen 1998; Smith and Knapp 2003; 
Murphy et al. 2004). Furthermore, fire suppression has promoted the encroachment of woody 
species into these grasslands (Norris et al. 2001). These alterations have led to concern over the 
ability to effectively conserve and restore native tallgrass prairie (Kettle et al. 2000). 
 Restoration of native prairie in abandoned agricultural fields is of great interest because 
of the many ecosystem services that prairie vegetation provides (Baer et al. 2002). Restoring 
native grasslands can increase primary production, aid with sequestration of soil carbon, preserve 
biodiversity and decrease soil erosion as compared with crop agriculture (Metting et al. 2001; 
Foster et al. 2004). Prairies can also provide enhanced areas for livestock grazing, wildlife 
habitat, pollination services and recreation. The inherent aesthetic values that arise from the mere 
fact that the prairie resource exists can be very important as well (Risser 1996). 
 Restoration has typically been viewed as successful when the target plant communities 
have been re-established. But there is increasing awareness that restoration of ecosystem 
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function is critical to the success of tallgrass prairie restoration (Baer et al. 2002; Allison et al. 
2005). Restored native plant communities aid in re-establishing ecosystem function through 
increased primary production and nutrient retention (Kindscher and Tieszen 1998; Foster et al. 
2004). Nevertheless, numerous ecosystem functions are harbored within the soil, of which 80-
90% are reactions mediated by soil microbial communities, including decomposition, regulation 
of nutrient availability and transformations of soil organic matter (Spehn et al. 2000; Nsabimana 
et al. 2004; Harris 2009). Yet, soil microbial communities, especially bacterial, are often 
overlooked and only recently have been a focus in restoration experimental studies (Potthoff et 
al. 2006). These studies have shown that the extent of bacterial restoration can be highly 
variable, dependent upon factors such as the plant community, soil pH, soil texture, time since 
restoration and land-use history (McKinley et al. 2005; Bach et al. 2010; Card and Quideau 
2010). When the aim is to restore an ecosystem, such as tallgrass prairie, incorporating 
knowledge of soil biota and processes into management plans is important. This cannot be 
accomplished until we better understand which factors are most important in structuring soil 
microbial communities, in general, as well as their significance to restoration. 
 Currently, soil ecologists exploring the factors that govern soil bacterial community 
structure and diversity have focused upon two main processes. First, niche-based explanations 
have long been a cornerstone in ecology to account for the variation observed in communities 
(Leibold et al. 2004). Differences in soil microbial abundance and diversity could, therefore, be 
the result of the environmental heterogeneity of soil properties, such as soil pH, texture, moisture 
and organic matter (Ramette and Tiedje 2007; Wang et al. 2008). Of potentially equal 
importance, but much less studied, is the role of resource heterogeneity fostered by the co-
occurring plant communities (Hooper et al. 2000). A more diverse plant community could 
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potentially support a more diverse assemblage of soil bacteria by offering a greater variety of 
resource opportunities via increased root exudates and litter diversities (Kowalchuk et al. 2002). 
Second, spatial isolation of the soil microbial communities throughout the landscape arising from 
dispersal limitations, historical legacies and/or stochastic assembly could contribute to the 
patterns observed in soil microbial communities independent from niche-based processes 
(Ettema and Wardle 2002; King et al. 2010). However, most studies have either concentrated on 
heterogeneity of soil properties or spatial isolation, while concurrently ignoring plant 
communities, making it difficult to determine their relative importance to microbial community 
structure. 
When focusing on environmental heterogeneity of soil properties to best explain variation 
in soil bacterial community structure, many studies have found soil pH to be a primary correlate 
(Kennedy et al. 2004; Fierer and Jackson 2006; Harrison and Bardgett 2010). However, other 
soil properties, such as texture, moisture, organic matter, nutrient availability and microbial 
biomass have all been found to be significant (Fierer et al. 2003; DeGrood et al. 2005; Dimitriu 
and Grayston 2010; Harrison and Bardgett 2010). Continued research of these soil environmental 
properties will be needed as more areas are subject to land-use change and soil qualities are 
dramatically altered (e.g. land degradation can lead to decreased soil organic matter, weakened 
soil structure and decreased soil pH) (Tiessen et al. 1982; Hazra and Tripathi 1986; Haland 
1992). In order to restore soil bacterial communities, knowledge of which soil environmental 
factors are vital to the target communities will increase our ability to construct and carry out 
restoration management plans. For example, the time and effort required for increasing soil 
organic matter levels to restore soil bacterial communities could be very different than if the trait 
of importance is soil texture. 
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The restoration of native plant communities and diversity on degraded agricultural land 
may potentially lead to changes in the soil microbial community through a variety of different 
direct and indirect mechanisms. Over the short-term, restored plant communities could directly 
shape soil bacterial communities via increased resource heterogeneity, as a consequence of 
differences in the quantities and qualities of root exudation (rhizodeposition) and 
decomposability of litter and roots (Rovira 1969; Nannipieri et al. 2003; Innes et al. 2004; 
Bezemer et al. 2006; Gruter et al. 2006). Rhizodeposition has been shown to impact soil biota by 
increasing microbial biomass and changing the dominant microbes (Cheng and Gershenson 
2007; Hawkes et al. 2007). For example, the accumulation of species-specific soil pathogens can 
develop in corn agricultural fields and necessitate crop rotation (Reynolds et al. 2003). Different 
plant species can vary in their chemical composition (e.g. C/N ratio) and subsequently alter the 
types of microbes in the soil based upon the microbes’ ability to decompose the available litter. 
Hossain et al. (2010) examined how litter from 15 herbaceous plant species influenced soil 
microbial communities and found that litter with higher N contents had a greater abundance of 
Gram-negative bacteria and lower abundances of actinomycetes and fungi. These direct and 
more immediate effects of plant species and communities could hypothetically occur over a 
period of a few years. Observing a change in soil bacterial communities and diversity shortly 
after plant restoration could lend support to the idea that plants can influence soil bacterial 
communities directly over the short-term. 
In contrast, plant community restoration could indirectly impact soil bacterial 
communities by influencing the soil-building processes that occur over the long-term. Restoring 
native plant communities has been shown to significantly increase primary production, both 
above- and belowground (Foster et al. 2007). Over time, these inputs can improve soil quality, 
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leading to increased soil bacterial diversity and altered communities (Karlen et al. 1999; Ettema 
and Wardle 2002; Allison et al. 2005; Bach et al. 2010). McKinley et al. (2005) found, when 
examining a tallgrass prairie restoration chronosequence in Illinois that soil quality indicators 
and soil bacterial communities of restored sites were shifted towards the values of a native 
prairie remnant, as compared to an agricultural field. In addition, sites under restoration for 
longer periods of time (24 years) were more similar to native prairie than those in restoration for 
a shorter period (7 years). This suggests that over time, through the indirect effects of restoring 
native plant communities, and therefore improving soil quality, soil bacterial communities can be 
restored or at least approach that of native remnants. 
In addition to the local niche-based effects, microorganisms can have spatial patterns. 
Horner-Devine et al. (2004b) found that soil bacteria display a taxa-area relationship similar to 
that of macroorganisms. Others have also found soil bacterial communities to be spatially auto-
correlated (Ramette and Tiedje 2007; King et al. 2010; Hovatter et al. 2011). The reasons 
underlying these spatial patterns are many and difficult to tease apart, but could be crucial to 
understanding soil biodiversity (Ettema and Wardle 2002). For instance, some proportion of 
spatial autocorrelation observed in soil bacterial communities could reflect selective effects of 
the environment that are spatially structured such as the spatial variation of soil environmental 
properties and/or the spatial distribution of plant communities. Spatial autocorrelation in soil 
bacterial communities could also potentially arise as a result of spatial isolation through dispersal 
limitations, historical legacies and/or stochastic assembly that have acted largely independent 
from the selective effects of the soil environment or the plant community (Ramette and Tiedje 
2007). These three factors (soil environmental properties, plant communities and spatial 
isolation) could explain a certain amount of variability in soil bacterial composition and 
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diversity. However, each can potentially interact and co-vary and researchers are only starting to 
develop a means of partitioning them out (Ramette and Tiedje 2007; Mummey et al. 2010). Even 
though considerable work has been done to gain a better understanding of the relative 
contribution of niche-based explanations vs. purely spatial effects in metacommunities of 
macroorganisms (Leibold et al. 2004; Cottenie 2005), the metacommunity dynamics of 
microorganisms is largely unknown (Ramette and Tiedje 2007). Understanding the relative 
importance of soil environmental properties, plant communities, and spatial isolation will 
improve our basic knowledge of the factors structuring soil bacterial communities and will only 
aid in our ability to restore native tallgrass prairie ecosystems. 
This study utilized an ongoing tallgrass prairie restoration experiment in which I assessed 
the effects of restoration after six growing seasons on both plant and soil bacterial communities 
within an abandoned old-field landscape in northeastern Kansas. I had four objectives for this 
study: 1) Determine the extent to which native species seed sowing restored native tallgrass 
prairie plant community composition and diversity; 2) Examine if plant restoration produced 
changes in soil bacterial communities, and in doing so, assess potential direct and short-term 
influences of changes in plant species composition and diversity on soil bacterial communities; 
3) Examine the extent to which the bacterial communities approached that observed in a nearby 
undisturbed native prairie remnant located on similar soil; and 4) Investigate the relative 
importance of the spatial heterogeneity of soil environmental variables, plant communities, and 
spatial isolation to the variation observed in the soil bacterial communities across this grassland 
landscape. Answering these objectives will help elucidate which factors structure soil bacterial 





The restoration experiment and reference prairie (Dogleg Prairie) are located at the 
University of Kansas Field Station (KUFS) and managed by the Kansas Biological Survey. 
These sites are within the eastern deciduous forest-tallgrass prairie ecotone of Northeastern 
Kansas (Lat 39°03ʹ′ N, Long 95°12ʹ′ W) and comprised of undulating hills and swales. Soils of 
both the restoration experiment and Dogleg Prairie are Pawnee clay loams (montmorillonitic, 
mesic Aquic Argiudolls) formed under glacial deposits of till and loess with weathering of 
interbedded limestones and shales (U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service 
1977). The region has a mean annual temperature of 12.9°C and mean annual precipitation of 
930 mm (Atmospheric Science Library 1990). 
 
Restoration Experiment 
Experimental Design: The restoration experiment was initiated to explore the effects of restoring 
native tallgrass plant species diversity on ecosystem processes within a degraded former 
agricultural landscape (Foster et al. 2004). The 20ha old-field grassland was historically tallgrass 
prairie with some trees along draws (Kettle and Whittemore 1991). In the early 1900’s, the area 
was plowed for agriculture and later seeded with introduced cool-season grasses and converted 
into pasture/hay management. The University of Kansas acquired KUFS in 1970 and the 
experimental study site has not been used for grazing or hay production for at least 30 years. The 
field has been managed as open grassland with periodic mowing to prevent woody plant 
encroachment. Fire has not been used as a management tool prior to the establishment of the 
experiment. Currently, perennial grasses such as Bromus inermis (introduced C3-grass), 
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Schedonorus phoenix (introduced C3-grass), Poa pratensis (introduced C3-grass) and 
Andropogon virginicus (native C4-grass) are dominant throughout the experimental site (Foster 
et al. 2007).  
In 1999, forty-2.5m x 2.5m blocks were established, scattered throughout the old-field 
grassland in areas indicative of the topographic variation. In each block, four-1m2 quadrats were 
established containing one of four randomly assigned treatments: control (Control); seed addition 
of 24 native prairie species (Restored); annual disturbance (Dist.); and seed addition plus annual 
disturbance (Restored+Dist.) (Foster et al. 2004). Buffer strips (0.5m) separated each quadrat. 
For this study, I present results from 18 of the 40 blocks located primarily on upland sites 
(3.5ha). Only Control and Restored treatments were sampled.  
In January 2000, 400 seeds from each of the 24 selected native tallgrass prairie species 
were sown into the Restored treatment quadrats by hand. The tallgrass prairie species were 
chosen based upon a range of functional group traits. Further, these plant species occurred 
naturally within prairie habitats less than two kilometers from the experimental study site (Foster 
et al. 2004). Table 1 lists the sown native tallgrass plant species. 
  
Sampling Procedures: During the sixth year of the restoration experiment, plants and soils were 
sampled twice within the growing season which corresponded with peak biomass of the cool- 
and warm-season plant species that dominated the Control and Restored treatments, respectively: 
6-9 June 2005 and 9 September 2005. In order to obtain a representative sample of the plant and 
soil communities and still have space to allow for both of these sampling dates, sampling strips 
were used within each quadrat (described below). All plant and soil samples taken during these 
two time periods were processed separately and later combined to characterize the growing 
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season as a whole. A more detailed description of combining the seasonal data is presented in the 
“Data Analyses” section. 
Soil bacterial communities were sampled by taking three soil cores (15cm depth) evenly 
spaced throughout a 0.1m x 1m strip located on the east side of each quadrat (June), which were 
pooled and immediately frozen at -80°C until further processing. A strip from the west side of 
each quadrat was sampled in September in the same manner. 
After soils were taken to assess bacterial communities, the plant community was sampled 
by clipping a 0.1m x 1m strip over the same location as the soil samples to optimize the potential 
association of soil bacterial communities with the plant communities. Plants were clipped at 
ground level and sorted to live and litter fractions. Live biomass was further sorted to species. 
All plant materials were dried to constant weight at 74°C. Plant abundance values (based on live 
biomass) were converted to proportions to allow for comparison with the reference prairie. 
  Several soil environmental properties were sampled to use as potential predictors for soil 
bacterial community structure, some of which are described here and some are described below 
(soil microbial biomass and soil pH). For each sampling period, two additional soil cores (15cm 
depth) were taken to measure available nitrogen and soil moisture. The cores were sampled 
within a strip located through the center of each quadrat and pooled, from which two subsamples 
were taken: 10g of soil was used for the extractable nitrogen procedure (Robertson et al. 1999) 
and 100g to assess soil moisture and standardize inorganic nitrogen values. Total soil carbon (C), 
nitrogen (N), and organic matter (OM) were sampled from a single core in the center of each 
quadrat, only in June. The samples were air-dried and measured using a LECO CN dry 
combustion analyzer (C and N). Percent OM was determined using the Walkley-Black procedure 
(Walkley and Black 1934). Estimates of soil texture and cation exchange capacity (CEC) were 
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acquired from soil sampled in October 2004 as part of a different study (Collins and Foster 
2008). From this earlier study, I also obtained estimates of topographic position (elevation) and 
spatial location (Latitude and Longitude via GPS) for the study quadrats. Elevations within this 




A common approach to studying restoration, and restoration of soil microbes in 
particular, is to compare the restored site to a reference site (Harris 2009). In this way, one can 
better evaluate if the restoration is moving towards a target ecosystem. The Dogleg Prairie 
(DLP), a tallgrass prairie remnant located within 250m of the restoration experimental field site 
was used as a reference prairie. It should be noted that the native tallgrass prairie species sown in 
the restoration experiment were representative of prairie remnants throughout the region, 
coinciding with the original goals of the experiment in 2000, and were not specifically aimed at 
representing the plant species of the Dogleg Prairie. The Dogleg Prairie was chosen as a 
reference site due to its similar soils and locality next to the restoration experiment. The two-
hectare remnant, which has never been cultivated, is dominated by native warm-season tallgrass 
prairie grasses such as Andropogon gerardii, Sorghastrum nutans, Panicum virgatum and 
Sporobolus heterolepis. Management since 1990 has consisted of burning the entire remnant 
approximately every year including a burn on March 31, 2005, three months prior to sampling. 
 
Sampling Procedures: Plant and soil communities were sampled within the Dogleg Prairie on 1 
July 2005 and 10 September 2005. Seasonal data were later combined as described below. 
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Eighteen sampling locations were chosen at random, making certain that locations encompassed 
the entire remnant (2ha) and represented the topographical variation at this site. 
 Ocular estimates of percent cover were used to assess the plant communities using the 
same area as in the restoration experiment (0.1m x 1m strip). Plant aboveground biomass was not 
sampled at these locations. Soil bacterial communities were sampled in the same manner as the 
restoration experiment: three equally spaced soil cores (15cm depth) were taken within the 1m-
strip area and pooled. Soils were stored at -80°C until further processing.  
 Similar to the restoration experiment, elevation and spatial location for each sampling 
location was recorded using GPS. Dogleg Prairie elevations ranged between 315.0m and 332.0m 
(Mean = 327.6m, SD = 4.16, Coefficient of Variation = 0.013).  
 
Soil Bacterial Communities 
T-RFLP Procedure: Roots were removed from the soil and dried to a constant weight (74°C) for 
root biomass measurements. Soils were sieved to 4mm, homogenized and sub-sampled three 
times: bacterial community analyses, microbial biomass and soil pH measurements. 
 Terminal-Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (T-RFLP) was used to assess soil 
bacterial communities. Despite its inability to estimate diversity and structure at fine taxonomic 
levels, T-RFLP is a reproducible technique having sufficient resolution to detect differences in 
soil bacterial community structure (as described below) (Fierer et al. 2003). 
The following steps were undertaken for the T-RFLP procedure. First, soil DNA was 
extracted in triplicate for each quadrat and location (restoration experiment and Dogleg Prairie, 
respectively) using the MoBio PowerSoil DNA extraction kit. The extractions were pooled and 
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DNA was quantified by gel electrophoresis. Extractions were either concentrated or diluted to 
obtain a final concentration of 10ng DNA/uL extract. 
 16S rDNA from the extracted DNA samples was PCR-amplified using the universal 
eubacterial primers 6-FAM 8-27F, a fluorescently labeled forward primer (5ʹ′-
AGRGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG-3ʹ′), and 1389R, a non-labeled reverse primer (5ʹ′-
ACGGGCGGTGTGTACAAG-3ʹ′) (Fierer et al. 2003) (Eurofins MWG Operon). For each 
quadrat/location, PCR reactions were performed in triplicate. Each 50µL PCR reaction contained 
50ng DNA, 0.5µM of each primer, and 1x HotStar Taq Master Mix Kit (Qiagen), which included 
a final concentration of 2.5 units HotStar Taq DNA Polymerase, 1.5nM MgCl2 and 200µM of 
each dNTP. Reaction mixtures were held for 15min at 95°C for activation. Reactions were 
cycled 32 times through three steps: 45s of denaturation at 94°C, 45s of annealing at 58°C and 
90s for primer extension at 72°C. The final extension lasted 10min at 72°C. The triplicate PCR 
reactions were pooled, purified using the MoBio UltraClean PCR Clean-Up Kit, and yields 
quantified using gel electrophoresis. 
 Products of PCR reactions were initially digested using both RsaI and MspI restriction 
enzymes (New England Biolabs). However, only the RsaI enzyme completely digested PCR 
product. Therefore, analyses of soil bacterial communities only included digestions using RsaI. 
Each 20µL reaction contained 100ng of purified PCR product, 10 units of restriction enzyme and 
2µL of buffer. Each reaction was digested for 3h at 37°C with an inactivation period of 20min at 
65°C. The fluorescently labeled fragments were analyzed using an Applied Biosystems 
Instrument 3730 genetic analyzer. Terminal restriction fragment sizes between 25 and 875 bp, 
with peak heights > 25 fluorescent units were measured using Peak Scanner 1.0 analytical 
software (Applied Biosystems). 
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T-RFLP Profile Analysis: The bacterial community profiles were analyzed as described by 
Dunbar et al. (2001) and Fierer et al. (2003). Standardization of the terminal restriction fragment 
(TRF) patterns was performed with the following methodology. For each community profile, 
total peak area was calculated. For each TRF within the community profile, the proportion of 
total peak area was calculated (individual peak area/total peak area). Peak areas with a 
proportion < 0.5% were removed.  
TRFs were aligned manually such that fragment sizes differing by ≤ 0.5bp were 
considered identical and clustered. To avoid clustering ‘distinct close peaks’, the maximum 
number of fragments assigned to a cluster was limited to the number of profiles being aligned. 
Once the maximum number was reached, a new cluster was created. For each cluster of TRFs, 
the average size was calculated and used to distinguish TRFs. In order to compare soil bacterial 
community structure, both the proportional peak area (abundance) and TRF size were used. 
Since different organisms can produce TRFs of similar size, TRFs of different lengths were 
assumed to represent different operational taxonomic units (OTUs) and not necessarily distinct 
bacterial species. 
 
Soil Microbial Biomass 
For both sampling periods, soil microbial biomass was measured from the restoration 
experiment and Dogleg Prairie using the procedure of Findlay et al. (1989). Briefly, for each 
quadrat/location, and using 5g of soil, phospholipids were dissolved in a chloroform phase and 
filtered using Na2SO4 until 10mL of chloroform was collected. Phospholipids were then 
concentrated to 1mL of chloroform. After digestion with 25µL of the chloroform solvent and 5% 
acid potassium persulfate, malachite green solution was used to allow measurement of 
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absorbance with a spectrometer (610nm). Using glycerophosphate standards, nmol of lipid 
bound phosphate was calculated for each sample and converted into cells per gram of soil (4 x 
109 cells per 100nmol P). 
 
Soil pH 
 Soil pH was measured using only samples collected in September and was based off the 
procedure of Robertson et al. (1999). Briefly, 30mL of de-ionized water was added to 15g soil in 
duplicate. This mixture was shaken and left to stand for 30min, after which time, soil pH was 
measured using a pH meter from Denver Instrument Company. 
 
Data Analyses 
The Dogleg Prairie reference site is used in this study to contrast plant and soil bacterial 
communities in the restoration experiment to communities found within the closest 
representative undisturbed prairie. This allowed me to qualitatively evaluate the effectiveness of 
restoration in establishing plant and soil bacterial communities. I was also able to compare the 
factors important for structuring soil bacterial communities in the restoration experiment with 
that of the reference site. 
Because sampling locations in the Dogleg Prairie are spatially separated from the 
restoration experiment, analyses between the Dogleg Prairie and restoration experiment could 
not be done using all three ‘treatments’ (Control, Restored, DLP) simultaneously. Therefore, any 
analyses contrasting the Dogleg Prairie with the restoration experiment were done using each 
treatment of the restoration experiment on its own. For example, when analyzing plant 
communities, those from the Dogleg Prairie were compared to the Control treatment plant 
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communities. Then a separate analysis was done between plant communities of the Dogleg 
Prairie and the Restored treatment. 
Furthermore, this study uses several sampling locations within on reference prairie to 
compare with the restoration experiment. Because I am only using one reference prairie, I cannot 
make extrapolations of the data to draw general inferences about all remnant tallgrass prairie. 
However, using the Dogleg Prairie as a reference does allow a gauge to evaluate restoration 
within the context of this study. 
In order to portray and gain a better understanding of plant and soil bacterial communities 
over the entire growing season, all seasonal data were combined. To do this, I used the maximum 
value (e.g. maximum abundance values for each OTU, maximum available N, etc.) obtained 
from either season and compiled a new data set. These maximum values were used for all 
analyses. 
 
Univariate Analyses: A 2-Way ANOVA without Replication was used to analyze alpha diversity 
indices (richness and Shannon Diversity, H´) and environmental variables of the restoration 
experiment. This ANOVA design is analogous to a paired t-test for the treatment factor, but also 
allows for testing the block factor (Sokol and Rohlf 1995). A 1-Way ANOVA was used for 
analyses between the treatments of the restoration experiment and Dogleg. The block factor was 
not included in these analyses because sampling locations of the Dogleg Prairie do not 
statistically correspond to the blocks of the restoration experiment.  
Alpha diversity was calculated for both plant and soil bacterial communities in PC-Ord 
4.14 (McCune and Mefford 1999). Diversity indices and environmental variables were analyzed 
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in PASW Statistics 18.0. Live aboveground biomass, root biomass, microbial biomass and 
available N required log transformation to meet ANOVA assumptions. 
 
Multivariate Analyses: All multivariate analyses used relativized abundance matrices unless 
otherwise noted. Plant and soil bacterial communities were initially analyzed using Non-metric 
Multidimensional Scaling (NMS) within PC-Ord 4.14 using a Bray-Curtis similarity matrix. 
Scores generated from these analyses were used to graphically display the communities as 
ordinations. 
To examine differences in plant and bacterial community composition between sowing 
treatments of the restoration experiment and between the restoration experiment and Dogleg 
Prairie, I used Permutational Multivariate Analysis of Variance (PERMANOVA) employed by 
PERMANOVA+ for Primer; Primer v6 Software (Clarke and Gorley 2006; Anderson 2001). 
PERMANOVA tests for differences among community matrices and calculates p-values through 
permutations of observations. The software also allows for the analysis of multivariate data using 
ANOVA designs such as 2-Way ANOVA without Replication (restoration experiment only) and 
1-Way ANOVA (Control vs. DLP; Restored vs. DLP). All PERMANOVA analyses used 9999 
permutations and the Bray-Curtis similarity distance measure.  
Plant communities were assessed using three approaches: using plant species, grouping 
plant species into one of five functional groups (C3-grass; C4-grass; Legume; Forb; and Woody) 
and grouping plant species as either a tallgrass prairie species or not according to Freeman et al. 
(1991) (Prairie; Non-prairie: plant community composition analyses only). The native plant 
species sown into the restoration experiment were not necessarily species representative of the 
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DLP. In order to assess plant communities between the restoration experiment and DLP on a 
more commensurate level, both functional groups and prairie groups were used. 
I also used Permutational Analaysis of Multivariate Dispersions (PERMDISP) in 
PERMANOVA+ for Primer (Anderson 2006; Clarke and Gorley 2006) to evaluate differences in 
multivariate dispersions of the plant and soil bacterial communities among treatments. This 
allowed me to measure beta-diversity (species turnover) among replicate plots of a given 
treatment or site. PERMDISP tests for differences in the dispersion of multivariate data by 
measuring distances from observations to their group centroid. Using a Bray-Curtis similarity 
matrix of presence/absence data, the results are directly interpretable as a test for similar beta-
diversities among groups (Anderson 2001). 
In addition to PERMANOVA and PERMDISP, I employed a regression approach to 
explore additional variables and underlying gradients that may be important in structuring the 
spatial variation of the soil bacterial communities sampled in the restoration experiment and 
Dogleg Prairie. In these analyses, variation in bacterial composition was explored as a function 
of three categories of explanatory variables: plant community composition, soil environmental 
variables and spatial location using Distance-Based Linear Models (DISTLM) within 
PERMANOVA+ for Primer (Anderson 2006; Clarke and Gorley 2006). DISTLM allows 
predictor variables to be fit individually or in groups and allows for model building by choosing 
from a suite of selection procedures and criterion. Analyses of the predictor variables/groups in 
the restoration experiment, using all quadrats together, were done separately from those of the 
Dogleg Prairie. 
To determine if plant communities significantly predicted soil bacterial communities, the 
plant communities were organized using three different approaches. First, using the entire plant 
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species matrix could lead to variance inflation of the regression models. To reduce this potential 
problem, NMS scores from the first two axes were used to represent the plant species 
communities and analyzed as a group (Plant). The second approach involved using plant 
functional groups in place of plant species as the predictor variables. The categories are as 
described above and grouped together to use as one predictor group (Funct). The third approach 
used the Shannon diversity index (H´) as a predictor variable (Shannon). Species richness was 
not included to reduce multi-collinearities within the regression models. Only one of these plant 
predictor groups were included in any regression model at a time to determine which dimension 
of the plant community might best predict soil bacterial communities. 
The environmental variables used to predict soil bacterial communities within the 
restoration experiment included: live aboveground biomass; root biomass; microbial biomass; 
soil pH; total soil C; % silt; % sand; C/N ratio; soil moisture, available N and elevation. Organic 
matter, total soil N, CEC and % clay were highly correlated with the included environmental 
variables and excluded from analyses to reduce multi-collinearities. Environmental variables 
used for the Dogleg Prairie analyses included: root biomass, microbial biomass, soil pH and 
elevation. Both of these sets of environmental variables were grouped and labeled ‘Env’. In 
addition, a stepwise regression was run to determine which of the variables in Env were 
significantly correlated with soil bacterial communities on their own. Variables retained from 
this analysis formed the group Env2. 
For both the restoration experiment and Dogleg Prairie, the spatial location of the 
quadrats/sampling locations was represented by their Latitude (x) and Longitude (y) positions. In 
order to account for more complex spatial patterns, such as patches and gaps, all terms for the 
third-order polynomials were calculated (Borcard et al. 1992; Cottenie et al. 2003). A stepwise 
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regression (DISTLM) was performed to narrow down the spatial variables to only those that 
were significant and placed in the predictor group, ‘Spatial’. For the restoration experiment, 
‘Spatial’ contained the x3 and x2y terms, whereas only the x term was included for DLP. 
Analyses to determine which factors were important for the spatial variation found in the 
soil bacterial communities consisted of three main steps. First, bacterial composition was 
regressed on each predictor group separately to determine if there was a significant relationship 
with soil bacterial communities, ignoring all other groups. Subsequently, a regression including 
the three main groups was run ([Plant Env Spatial], [Funct Env Spatial] and [Shannon Env 
Spatial]). Third, using the groups Env2, Plant/Funct/Shannon and Spatial, another regression was 
run to determine if Env2 improved the model to a greater extent compared to the group Env. For 
all regressions, a Bray-Curtis similarity matrix, stepwise selection procedure, adjusted R2 
selection criterion and 9999 permutations were used. The model with the highest F-value after all 
terms were included was deemed the ‘best’ model and reported. 
To examine the relative contributions of each predictor group to the total explained 
variation in the ‘best’ model, a distance-based Redundancy Analysis (dbRDA) with 
PERMANOVA+ for Primer (McArdle and Anderson 2001) was run. In this way, partial 
regression coefficients were calculated and I was able to partition out pure plant, pure 
environmental and pure spatial effects from any explained variation that was shared by these 







Plant Community Structure 
 In the restoration experiment, both plant species and functional group alpha diversity 
(richness and Shannon diversity, H´) was higher in Restored quadrats as compared to the 
Controls (Table 2 and 3). Analyses among the treatments of the restoration experiment and 
Dogleg Prairie indicated that the Control treatment had significantly lower plant species richness 
and Shannon diversity than the Dogleg Prairie. However, sowing native tallgrass prairie species 
increased plant species richness and Shannon diversity in the Restored quadrats to similar levels 
as the Dogleg Prairie (Table 2). When examined on a plant functional group level, richness 
values between the Control treatment and DLP were not significantly different, but Shannon 
diversity was significantly higher in the Dogleg Prairie. In addition, plant functional group 
richness and diversity were significantly lower in the Dogleg Prairie as compared to the Restored 
treatments (Table 3). 
 Control and Restored plant community compositions were significantly different when 
examined at the plant species, functional group and plant prairie group levels (Figure 1; Table 2, 
3 and 4). Bromus inermis and Poa pratensis, both introduced cool-season grasses, dominated the 
Control quadrats (Table 5, 6 and 7). In contrast, Restored plant communities were dominated by 
a combination of sown native prairie warm-season grasses (Tripsacum dactyloides, Sorghastrum 
nutans), sown native prairie legumes (Lespedeza capitata) and introduced cool-season grasses 
(Bromus inermis). When comparing the plant community compositions of the restoration 
experiment with that of the Dogleg Prairie, I found that the remnant prairie plant communities 
were significantly different from both the Control and Restored treatments on both a plant 
species and functional group basis (Figure 1A and 1B, Table 2 and 3). However, plant prairie 
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group community compositions of the Dogleg Prairie were significantly different than those of 
the Controls but similar to the Restored treatments (Figure 1C, Table 4). Thus, native warm-
season grasses and forbs dominated both the Dogleg Prairie and Restored quadrats. But these 
communities were comprised of different native tallgrass prairie species (DLP: Sorghastrum 
nutans, Sporobolus heterolepis, Panicum virgatum and Antennaria neglecta) (Table 4, 5, and 6).  
When examining beta-diversities using plant species and plant functional groups, I found 
similar results. The Control treatment had higher beta-diversity than the Restored treatment 
(Figure 1A and 1B, Table 2 and 3). Plant beta-diversity of the Dogleg Prairie was not 
significantly different than the Controls, but higher than the Restored treatments. 
 
Soil Bacterial Community Structure 
 As opposed to what was observed for the plant communities, soil bacterial OTU richness 
and Shannon diversity were not significantly different among Control, Restored and Dogleg 
Prairie soils (Table 8). PERMANOVA showed that Control and Restored treatments had similar 
soil bacterial community compositions and beta-diversities (Figure 2, Table 8). However, DLP 
soil bacterial OTU community compositions were different from the restoration experiment. 




 Analyses of soil environmental variables sampled from only the restoration experiment 
indicated no significant differences between Control and Restored treatments for soil moisture, 
available soil N, total soil N and C/N ratio (Table 9). However, both total soil C and OM were 
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higher in Control soils than Restored. These results could be a statistical/sampling artifact. In a 
previous analysis using all four original treatments of the restoration experiment, no significant 
differences were found among the treatments for these variables (Foster et al. 2007). Total soil 
N, total soil C, OM and C/N ratio showed differences among blocks. These soil properties, 
therefore, varied significantly throughout the landscape. Plant aboveground biomass was found 
to be greater in Restored quadrats compared to Controls (Table 9). 
 Root biomass from Restored quadrats and Dogleg Prairie were not significantly different 
but were both significantly higher than Controls (Table 9). These results are in contrast to what I 
found for microbial biomass. Restored quadrats had the highest amounts of microbial biomass 
when compared to both Controls and Dogleg Prairie, which were similar to each other. Soil pH 
was not significantly different between the Control and Restored treatments, but significantly 
lower than the Dogleg Prairie locations. 
 
DISTLM and dbRDA Modeling of Soil Bacterial Community Structure 
DISTLM results from the restoration experiment, using both Control and Restored 
treatments simultaneously, showed that the bacterial community varied among quadrats 
independent of plant community composition (both species and functional group composition) 
and plant diversity (Table 10). However, the Env, Env2 and Spatial predictor groups correlated 
significantly with bacterial OTU community compositions. Env2 included microbial biomass, 
soil pH, % sand and elevation, which were all significant correlates of soil bacterial 
communities. 
Stepwise regression analyses of the restoration experiment showed that the predictor 
groups Env2 and Spatial were important correlates for soil bacterial OTU communities (Table 
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11). No predictor group representing plant communities were included in the final regression 
model. Using this model and the included predictor groups, the total explained variation (32.2%) 
was partitioned using dbRDA. Results indicated that the environmental factors of microbial 
biomass, soil pH, % sand and elevation (grouped as Env2) significantly explained 16.9% of the 
variation found in the soil bacterial communities, indicating a significant purely environmental 
effect upon soil bacterial communities (F7, 27 = 1.69; p = 0.001) (Figure 3). Spatial effects, 
independent of the environment significantly explained 11.1% of the total explained variation 
(F7, 27 = 2.21; p = 0.001). Variation that was shared between both the environmental variables 
and spatial location encompassed 4.2% of the total explained variation. 
When examining the potential factors important for Dogleg Prairie soil bacterial 
community structure, I found that the plant species community, represented by NMS scores, was 
significantly correlated with soil bacterial OTU community structure (Table 10). However, 
neither Funct nor Shannon predictor groups were significant. The environmental variable, soil 
pH (Env2) and the predictor group, Spatial, were also significantly correlated with Dogleg 
Prairie soil bacterial communities. 
 When considering the soil bacterial communities of the Dogleg Prairie, the predictor 
groups Plant, Spatial and Env2 were included in the final stepwise regression model, but only 
Plant and Spatial were significant (Table 11). Partitioning of the total explained variation 
(37.9%) showed that only pure plant effects explained a significant amount of that variation 
(15.3%; F5, 13 = 1.60; p = 0.045) (Figure 3). Pure environmental and pure spatial effects 
explained 7.1 and 7.3% of the variation, respectively, but were not significant (F5, 13 = 1.49; p = 
0.113 and F5, 13 = 1.52; p = 0.117, respectively). The shared variation among these three 
predictor groups encompassed 8.2% of the total explained variation in the model. 
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 Stepwise regressions and dbRDA analyses were also conducted on each treatment of the 
restoration experiment on its own (Controls, Restored). However, the results did not elucidate 





 Local plant communities influenced soil bacterial community compositions within the 
native prairie remnant but not within the tallgrass prairie restoration field-site, suggesting that a 
six-year period of restoration was insufficient for soil bacterial communities to be directly 
influenced by plant-generated resource heterogeneity over the short-term. These results were 
observed even though seed sowing overcame dispersal limitations for both local and field-level 
plant diversities and established restored native tallgrass prairie communities when compared to 
the remnant prairie. Instead, soil bacterial communities within the restoration experiment were 
significantly correlated with both the local environmental heterogeneity generated by soil 
environmental properties and regional processes such as dispersal limitations, disturbance history 
and stochastic assembly. The disparate factors governing the distinct soil bacterial communities 
between the restoration experiment and Dogleg Prairie could reflect the legacies of their land-use 
histories and restoration age. 
  
Plant Community Structure 
Using seed sowing to restore native tallgrass prairie plant communities increased plant 
diversity at the local scale (1m2), but not at larger spatial scales (beta-diversity) in this tallgrass 
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prairie system. At the local scale, lower diversities are often observed in tallgrass prairie 
restorations as compared to remnant prairies, potentially due to factors such as management 
limitations, the absence of grazing ungulates and the time required for restoration (Thompson 
1992; Sperry 1994; Polley et al. 2005). Propagule availability could also hinder the establishment 
of native grasses and forbs (Tilman 1997; Foster et al. 2004). For example, Kindscher and 
Tieszen (1998) found that as the distance from an adjacent tallgrass prairie remnant increased, 
plant diversity in a 35 year-old restoration decreased, showing that dispersal limitations can 
greatly hinder restoration success. As in this study, enhanced seed sowing of target native plant 
species could increase the probability of establishing local plant diversities similar to native 
tallgrass prairie remnants. Assuming that prairie remnants and restoration sites will become more 
fragmented in the future, dispersal of native plant species will be increasingly hindered. 
Management strategies that employ comprehensive seed sowing could help offset these dispersal 
limitations and improve tallgrass prairie restoration at the local level (Foster et al. 2007). 
Seed sowing also overcame dispersal limitations at the field level (beta-diversity). 
However, the higher seed inputs homogenized plant communities of the Restored quadrats, 
leading to an increase in plant community similarities and lower beta-diversities than both 
Controls and DLP. Because dispersal limitations are not often reproduced during restoration, 
decreased plant community variability is typically observed in restored prairie sites, as in this 
study (Polley et al. 2005). Varying the native tallgrass species sown throughout a restoration site 
could help increase field level plant diversities to those approaching remnant prairies. 
 As seen by the plant prairie group analyses, seed sowing did restore native tallgrass plant 
community compositions, despite different species comprising the Restored quadrats and 
remnant prairie. The differing species are most likely due to the sown native plant species chosen 
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for the restoration experiment, which could theoretically represent a remnant prairie within the 
region, but were not necessarily species representative of the Dogleg Prairie. 
  
Soil Bacterial Community Structure in the Restoration Experiment 
 Local, niche-based explanations for structuring soil bacterial communities could include 
the resource heterogeneity produced by the coinciding plant communities either through short-
term direct or long-term indirect effects (Jangid et al. 2011). As of the sixth year of the 
restoration experiment, no changes in soil bacterial community compositions and diversities 
(local and field level) were observed as a result of plant restoration. Thus, there was no 
indication that native tallgrass prairie plant restoration directly influenced soil bacterial 
communities over the short-term. 
The lack of a relationship between plant communities and soil bacterial communities in 
this study is further demonstrated in two ways. First, the multivariate regression analyses showed 
no correlation, despite using three approaches to assess the relationship (i.e. plant species, plant 
functional groups, Shannon diversity). Second, no relationship was found when comparing the 
restoration experiment and the remnant prairie. Plant species community compositions of the 
Control, Restored and DLP quadrats differed greatly. If there were direct impacts of the plant 
communities, the soil bacterial community compositions should have also differed. Although this 
comparison is qualitative, it provides support for the result that plant restoration did not directly 
impact soil bacterial communities over the short-term. 
Studies have shown that plant communities can influence soil bacterial communities 
through differing qualities and quantities of root exudates and litter (Kowalchuk et al. 2002; 
Innes et al. 2004; Bever et al. 2010; Hovatter et al. 2011). However, there is conflicting evidence 
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that plants directly influence soil bacterial communities of the bulk soil with few explanations 
given why no correlation might be found (Brodie et al. 2002; Kennedy et al. 2004; Jangid et al. 
2011). 
Within this study, it is possible that plant mediated effects were transient. In such a 
scenario, any impacts upon the soil bacterial communities could have happened shortly after 
plant restoration, and therefore, not detected. If this was the case, it could indicate a soil bacterial 
community resilient to changes in plant communities (Marshall et al. 2011). Further, it is 
possible that any plant effects could have been limited to the rhizosphere and swamped out by 
sampling the bulk soil (Kuske et al. 2002; Jangid et al. 2011). 
No response of soil bacterial communities to plant restoration could also be because only 
certain microbes responded to vegetation, resulting in low abundance in soils and, therefore, 
were below the detection limit for T-RFLP (Jangid et al. 2011). T-RFLP can exclude the 
numerous, but rare, OTUs within a community profile, placing a limit upon the number of OTUs 
used to distinguish soil bacterial communities (Bent and Forney 2008). T-RFLP also generates 
profiles in which the actual taxonomic resolution is assumed to be higher than species level. 
Using this technique could mask any subtle changes potentially occurring at lower taxonomic 
resolutions in the Restored quadrats (Danovaro et al. 2006). Despite these inherent biases, T-
RFLP can be very robust in distinguishing amongst fundamentally different bacterial 
communities (Fierer and Jackson 2006). 
Finally, restoration age could explain why soil bacterial communities did not respond to 
plant restoration within this permanent old-field grassland. If the primary influence of plant 
generated resource heterogeneity were through litter inputs (long-term indirect), any changes of 
the soil bacterial communities in response to plant restoration would take time to establish. Six 
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years of tallgrass prairie restoration may not have been long enough to ‘erase’ the previous plant 
communities’ legacies (McKinley et al. 2005; Card and Quideau 2010; Eisenhauer et al. 2010; 
Kulmatiski et al. 2011; Marshall et al. 2011). For example, similar soil microbial communities 
were found when comparing an annual grassland (>60yrs) to restored perennial grassland (4yrs) 
in California (Potthoff et al. 2006) and attributed, in part, to the build-up of soil structure, root 
systems, and carbon inputs after the abandonment of agricultural practices. All of these changes 
were the indirect results of permanent plant communities over the long-term (Zak et al. 2003; 
Potthoff et al. 2006; Plassart et al. 2008). Four years of plant restoration may not have allowed 
time for the further build-up and/or change of carbon inputs into this system, and thus, did not 
alter the soil bacterial communities that had been under permanent grassland for several decades. 
 Further, there is some evidence that restoration age can impact how similar soil microbial 
communities are between restored and native remnant sites (Allison et al. 2005; Boyle et al. 
2005; McKinley et al. 2005). Bach et al. (2010) found that soil microbial communities from 
older tallgrass prairie restorations (12-18yrs) were more similar to native tallgrass prairie than 
newer restorations (2-12yrs). They estimated 30-40yrs was needed for soil microbial 
communities analogous to native tallgrass prairie, potentially due to the time required for further 
soil-building processes to occur after restoration (Card and Quideau 2010). In this study, 
restoration age could be contributing to the similar soil bacterial communities observed in the 
restoration experiment and help explain why soil bacterial communities in the Restored quadrats 
did not approach those of the reference prairie. Although I found indications that restoration 
could impact ecosystem traits as plant above- and belowground biomass and microbial biomass 
were increased, six growing seasons may not have been long enough for any further litter inputs 
from restoration to be manifested in the soil bacterial community compositions. 
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Analyses showed that soil bacterial communities of the restoration experiment were 
significantly influenced by both niche-based local effects through the environmental 
heterogeneity of soil properties and by pure spatial effects potentially arising from processes 
such as dispersal limitations, historical legacies and demographic stochasticity. It is possible that 
the significant spatial component could be reflecting an unmeasured environmental variable 
important for soil bacterial communities and co-varies strongly with space. However, if this were 
the case, it would strengthen the importance of soil variables in structuring soil bacterial 
communities (Cottenie 2005).  
Four soil properties were important to the variation in soil bacterial community structure 
of the restoration experiment: elevation, % sand (texture), microbial biomass and soil pH. 
Elevation is considered an integrative variable representing a suite of biotic and abiotic 
characteristics to which soil biota can respond (e.g. changes in soil texture, productivities, 
nutrients, erosion dynamics, etc.) (Broughton and Gross 2000). In this study, soils were sampled 
primarily from upland sites, leading to a range in elevation of only eight meters. Despite the 
relatively uniform topography, the resulting environmental heterogeneity was enough to impact 
the soil bacterial communities, showing that “macroscopically uniform conditions are not 
perceived as such by microscopic soil organisms” (Ettema and Wardle 2002).  
Soil texture can play a key role in driving soil microbial communities (Bezemer et al. 
2006). Sessitsch et al. (2001) found that silt and clay particles support more productive and 
diverse microbial communities than sand particles potentially through two routes. First, silt and 
clay can provide refugia for microorganisms because pore sizes are too small for predators such 
as protozoa (Sessitsch et al. 2001). Second, sand particles can be depleted in OM and microbial 
biomass as compared to finer particle sizes, leading to lower nutrient availabilities in sand. 
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Therefore, only those soil microbes adapted to limited nutrient conditions would be found in 
sand particles (Sessitsch et al. 2001). Soil pH can influence soil bacterial communities across 
spatial scales (rhizosphere to continents) and ecosystems (Fierer and Jackson 2006; Dimitriu and 
Grayston 2010; Mummey et al. 2010). It is thought that soil pH can both directly influence soil 
bacteria by changing biochemical structures and indirectly by altering nutrient soil solubility 
(Hovatter et al. 2011). 
The significant spatial effects found in the restoration experiment suggest that soil 
bacterial communities in this old-field grassland were partly influenced by spatial processes 
acting independent of the environment, such as dispersal limitation, historical legacies, and 
demographic stochasticity. Dispersal limitations could allow for ecological drift of soil bacterial 
communities throughout the old-field. Over ecological time-scales, restricted movements of 
bacterial cells could create patches in community compositions that are further developed by 
demographic stochasticity (stochastic births and deaths), leading to the spatial variation observed 
(Martiny et al. 2011).  
The significant pure spatial effect could also be due to the cultivation history (historical 
legacies) of this old-field experimental site as cultivation can bring about lasting changes in soil 
qualities and soil communities that could take decades to recover (Tiessen et al. 1994; Murphy et 
al. 2006; Plassart et al. 2008; Bach et al. 2010). For example, Jangid et al. (2011) concluded that 
land-use history was more important in determining soil microbial communities than either soil 
properties or vegetation. The authors found that soil microbial communities were similar 
between sites that were cultivated historically (cropland vs. converted grassland). However, soil 
microbial communities between converted and native grasslands were different, despite similar 
vegetation. In addition, when comparing native forests and grasslands, which differed in soil 
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properties and vegetation, soil microbial communities were similar. The legacy effects of past 
managements were influencing the observed soil microbial communities. 
Despite the significant effects of the environmental soil properties and spatial isolation to 
the soil bacterial community variation observed in the restoration experiment, 67.8% of the 
variation remained unexplained. This could be partly due to any error associated with both 
measuring the environmental variables and assessing the bacterial communities. In addition, 
unmeasured environmental soil properties could contribute to the unexplained variation. These 
environmental properties would likely be uncorrelated with the environmental variables that 
were measured and simultaneously not spatially structured. Lastly, stochastic effects and/or 
disturbances that are not spatially structured could contribute to the unexplained variation. 
 
Soil Bacterial Community Structure in the Dogleg Prairie 
Within the Dogleg Prairie, multivariate analyses indicated that soil bacterial communities 
could be structured by the environmental heterogeneity provided by both the plant communities 
and soil properties (soil pH). There was also evidence of spatial autocorrelation among the soil 
bacterial communities. However, after variance partitioning of these three factors, only the plant 
species communities were significant in shaping soil bacterial communities in this remnant 
prairie. This finding suggests two things. First, soil bacterial communities within the Dogleg 
Prairie are associated most strongly with the environment determined by the plant communities 
and independent of the soil properties. Second, the spatial autocorrelation observed in the soil 
bacterial communities is primarily the result of spatial autocorrelation in the plant community 
and not due to pure regional processes.  
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The environment provided by the plant communities is most likely the result of both 
short-term direct influences by root exudation and long-term indirect plant legacy effects 
generating a resource gradient throughout the prairie and allowing for OTU sorting along that 
gradient (Ettema and Wardle 2002; Innes et al. 2004; Cottenie 2005; Gruter et al. 2006). 
However, there is a possibility that soil bacterial and plant communities share an environmental 
variable(s) important in shaping their compositions, but the two communities do not directly 
influence each other. This could result in a significant correlation between soil bacterial and 
plant communities, but the underlying causation is unknown (Ramette and Tiedje 2007). As with 
the restoration experiment, a large amount of variation in the Dogleg Prairie soil bacterial 
communities remained unexplained (62.1%). Potential reasons for this unexplained variation are 
as stated previously for the restoration experiment. 
 
Restoration Experiment vs. Dogleg Prairie  
In this study, soil bacterial communities under tallgrass prairie restoration did not 
approach those of the reference prairie, potentially due to several factors. First, as mentioned 
previously, the age of the restoration may not have allowed enough time for the restored plant 
communities to develop a link with and ultimately alter the soil bacterial communities. In the 
future, it would be interesting to compare these communities again to determine if, given enough 
time, plant restoration could change soil bacterial communities within the Restored quadrats. 
Given that the plant communities were comprised of different prairie species, one might expect 
that the soil bacterial communities under this plant restoration could also differ from both the 
old-field and the remnant prairie soil bacterial communities. 
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Second, the soil bacterial communities at these two sites were being influenced by 
different factors potentially resulting from their differing land-use histories. Studies examining 
the importance of local, niche-based vs. spatial effects upon metacommunities have found that 
the relative importance of these determinants can depend upon factors such as spatial scale (cm 
to continents), habitat type and land-use history (Cottenie 2005; Ramette and Tiedje 2007). 
Further, the relative importance of particular soil properties can be inconsistent depending upon 
agricultural legacies (Jangid et al. 2011; Martiny et al. 2011). The enduring impacts of 
cultivation within the restoration experimental field site could have brought about a change in the 
factors structuring soil bacterial communities, potentially increasing the importance of soil 
environmental properties and spatial isolation, as compared to the plant communities. For 
example, soil pH is an edaphic property typically altered with cultivation (Karlen et al. 1999; 
Knops and Tilman 2000; Buckley and Schmidt 2001; Allison et al. 2005; Murphy et al. 2006; 
Card and Quideau 2010). In this study, soil pH was significantly lower in the restoration 
experiment than the Dogleg Prairie and also an important correlate with soil bacterial 
communities for both sites. This suggests that if soil pH was altered due to prior cultivation in 
the restoration experiment, this potentially could have contributed to the different soil bacterial 
communities between the restoration experiment and Dogleg Prairie. After the variance 
partitioning, however, soil pH (as part of Env2) remained significant only in the restoration 
experiment.  In contrast, the remnant soil bacterial communities were significantly influenced 
only by the environmental heterogeneity provided by the plant communities possibly because the 
link between the remnant plant and soil bacterial communities have had several centuries to 
establish. Cultivation potentially could have increased the importance of soil environmental 
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properties for structuring soil bacterial communities (Dimitriu and Grayston 2010). However, 
any direct observations regarding these possible alterations cannot be made within this study. 
Lastly, the physical separation of the restoration experimental field site and Dogleg 
Prairie cannot be ruled out as a possible explanation for the observed differences in soil bacterial 
communities. Within each field site, a degree of spatial autocorrelation was exhibited. Different 
soil bacterial communities between these two sties could arise from the mere fact that they were 
spatially separated and communities in close proximity tend to be more similar than those 
located further apart (Horner-Devine et al. 2004b; Baker et al. 2009). 
  
Implications for Restoration 
Restoration of native ecosystems is an important, yet complicated task. Seed sowing can 
be a successful approach to restore local plant species richness and diversity, but restoring field 
level plant diversities could be harder to achieve without incorporating variation in the species 
sown throughout a site. Restoring plant communities aids in reestablishing ecosystem 
functioning on degraded agricultural land. But to fully restore ecosystem traits, soil biota and 
functioning also need to be restored. As seen within this study, restoring plant communities may 
not necessarily translate into restored soil bacterial communities over the short-term, but will 
likely take time (i.e. several decades) to accomplish. This is potentially due to the inherent 
changes that occur to the soil after cultivation and the time it takes for the re-establishment of 
soil properties. Assuming that the build-up of litter inputs is a main influence of the plant 
community upon soil bacterial communities, time may also be required for the previous plant 
communities’ legacies to be replaced by the plant restorations’. Further, the factors driving soil 
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bacterial community structure could be altered due to previous land-use, making restoration 












































Table 1. The 24 native tallgrass plant species sown into the Restored quadrats within the 
restoration experiment. Taxonomy follows Great Plains Flora Association (1986) and USDA 
NRCS Plants Online Database.  
1 C3-G = Cool-season grass; C4-G = Warm-season grass; F = Forb; L = Legume. 
 
Species Family Functional Group1 
Achillea millefolium Asteraeae F 
Amorpha canescens Fabaceae L 
Andropogon gerardii Poaceae C4-G 
Asclepias tuberosa Asclepiadaceae F 
Bouteloua curtipendula Poaceae C4-G 
Dalea candidum Fabaceae L 
Dalea purpurea Fabaceae L 
Desmanthus illinoensis Fabaceae L 
Echinacea pallida Asteraceae F 
Elymus canadensis Poaceae C3-G 
Eragrostis trichodes Poaceae C3-G 
Lespedeza capitata Fabaceae L 
Liatris pycnostachya Asteraceae F 
Monarda fistulosa Lamiaceae F 
Panicum virgatum Poaceae C4-G 
Ratibida columnifera Asteraceae F 
Ratibida pinnata Asteraceae F 
Rudbeckia hirta Asteraceae F 
Salvia azurea Lamiaceae F 
Schizachyrium scoparium Poaceae C4-G 
Sorghastrum nutans Poaceae C4-G 
Sporobolus cryptandrus Poaceae C4-G 
Symphyotrichum novae-angliae Asteraceae F 






Table 2. Plant species alpha diversity (richness, Shannon diversity: Hʹ′), community composition 
and beta-diversity. Results are presented for comparisons of the restoration experiment, Controls 
and DLP (Dogleg Prairie), and Restored and DLP. 
1 Means (SE) for each treatment and variable; Controls n=17; Restored n=17; DLP n=18.  
2 Analyses of the restoration experiment used 2-Way ANOVA without Replication model; 
analyses between Controls and DLP, and Restored and DLP used 1-Way ANOVA model. 
3 Plant community composition analyses were performed using a Bray-Curtis abundance matrix 
in PERMANOVA. 
4 Beta-diversity: Average distances (SE) from an observation to the treatment centroid as 
computed by PERMDISP with a Bray-Curtis P/A matrix. The block factor in the restoration 
experiment could not be tested because n=2 for each block. 
5 Pseudo-F: F-value generated from PERMANOVA and PERMDISP. Perm P: p-values 
generated from 9999 permutations of the data. 
Significant effects at α=0.05 level are in bold. 
NA: Factor was not included in the analyses or the information was not available. 
 




Composition 3, 5 
Plant β-
Diversity4, 5 
 Control1 7.53 (0.681) 1.19 (0.090) NA 35.77 (1.406) 
 Restored1 12.59 (0.665) 1.76 (0.077) NA 26.66 (1.560) 
 DLP1 13.56 (0.933) 1.92 (0.093) NA 39.76 (1.916) 
  Fdf P Fdf P 
Pseudo-
Fdf 
Perm P Pseudo-Fdf 
Perm 
P 
Block 5.4016,16 0.001 2.6316,16 0.031 1.4116,16 0.036 NA NA 
Restoration 
Experiment2 
Trt 90.471,16 0.001 41.621,16 0.001 23.881,16 0.001 18.821,32 0.001 
Controls vs. 
DLP2 Trt 26.681,33 0.001 30.991,33 0.001 25.551,33 0.001 2.761,33 0.123 
Restored vs. 







Table 3. Plant functional group alpha diversity (richness, Shannon diversity: Hʹ′), community 
composition and beta-diversity. Results are presented for comparisons of the restoration 
experiment, Controls and DLP (Dogleg Prairie), and Restored and DLP. 
1 Means (SE) for each treatment and variable; Controls n=17; Restored n=17; DLP n=18.  
2 Analyses of the restoration experiment used 2-Way ANOVA without Replication model; 
analyses between Controls and DLP, and Restored and DLP used 1-Way ANOVA model. 
3 Plant functional group community composition analyses were performed using a Bray-Curtis 
abundance matrix in PERMANOVA. 
4 Beta-diversity: Average distances (SE) from an observation to the treatment centroid as 
computed by PERMDISP with a Bray-Curtis P/A matrix. The block factor in the restoration 
experiment could not be tested because n=2 for each block. 
5 Pseudo-F: F-value generated from PERMANOVA and PERMDISP. Perm P: p-values 
generated from 9999 permutations of the data. 
Significant effects at α=0.05 level are in bold. 
NA: Factor was not included in the analyses or the information was not available. 
 
  Plant Functional Group Richness 
Plant Functional 








 Control1 3.18 (0.261) 0.52 (0.097) NA 16.70 (2.26) 
 Restored1 4.00 (0.000) 1.06 (0.039) NA 3.97 x 10
-15     
(2.61 x 10-15) 
 DLP1 3.44 (0.258) 0.81 (0.050) NA 16.22 (1.18) 









Block 1.0016,16 0.500 0.7216,16 0.742 0.8316,16 0.681 NA NA 
Restoration 
Experiment2 
Trt 9.991,16 0.006 23.361,16 0.001 48.611,16 0.001 54.482.32 0.001 
Controls vs. 
DLP2 Trt 0.531,33 0.471 7.431,33 0.010 121.191,33 0.001 0.041,33 0.837 
Restored vs. 
DLP2 Trt 4.361,33 0.045 15.531,33 0.001 40.931,33 0.001 177.951,33 0.001 
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Table 4. Plant prairie group community compositions. Results are presented for comparisons of 
the restoration experiment, Controls and DLP (Dogleg Prairie), and Restored and DLP. 
1 Controls n=17; Restored n=17; DLP n=18.  
2 Analyses of the restoration experiment used 2-Way ANOVA without Replication model; 
analyses between Controls and DLP, and Restored and DLP used 1-Way ANOVA model. 
3 Plant prairie group community composition analyses were performed using a Bray-Curtis 
abundance matrix in PERMANOVA. 
4 Pseudo-F: F-value generated from PERMANOVA and PERMDISP. Perm P: p-values 
generated from 9999 permutations of the data. 
Significant effects at α=0.05 level are in bold. 
 
  Plant Prairie Group Community Composition 3, 4 
  Pseudo-Fdf Perm P 
Block 1.4116,16 0.200 
Restoration 
Experiment1, 2 
Trt 146.821,16 0.001 
Controls vs. 
DLP1, 2 Trt 153.211,33 0.001 
Restored vs. 



















Table 5. Average percent cover (SE) of the 10 most abundant plant species in the restoration 
experiment (n=17) and DLP (Dogleg Prairie; n=18). Habitat refers to the habitat type(s) in the 
surrounding landscape in which a given species has been recorded. Origin and Habitat 
classification follow Freeman et al. (1991). Taxonomy follows Great Plains Flora Association 
(1986) and USDA NRCS Plants Online Database.  
1 C3-G = Cool-season grass; C4-G = Warm-season grass; F = Forb; L = Legume. 
2 Origin: N = native; I = introduced. 
3 Habitat: G = Cool-season grasslands; O = successional/disturbed site; P = native tallgrass 
prairie; F = forest. 
 
Species Family Functional Group1 
Origin2 and 
Habitat3 Control Restored DLP 
Acalypha virginica Euphorbiaceae F N-GOP -  7.0 (1.9) 
Andropogon gerardii Poaceae C4-G N-GP - 9.8 (2.8) 3.8 (3.7) 
Andropogon virginicus Poaceae C4-G N-GO 16.9  (5.4) - 4.7 (1.9) 
Antennaria neglecta Asteraceae F N-GOP - - 25.1 (5.2) 
Aristida oligantha Poaceae C4-G N-OP 1.1 (0.9) - - 
Asclepias verticillata Asclepiadaceae F N-GOP 1.3 (0.4) - - 
Asclepias viridis Asclepiadaceae F N-GO 3.0 (0.3) - - 
Bromus inermis Poaceae C3-G I-GO 53.5 (6.9) 17.8 (3.2) - 
Euthamia graminifolia Asteraceae F N-G - - 4.1 (2.4) 
Leptoloma cognatum Poaceae C4-G N-G 4.0 (2.4) - - 
Lespedeza capitata Fabaceae L N-P - 26.5 (5.6) - 
Panicum virgatum Poaceae C4-G N-GP - - 13.1 (4.1) 
Poa pratensis Poaceae C3-G I-GOP 30.5  (3.3) 11.6 (1.8) - 
Pycnanthemum 
tenuifolium Lamiaceae F N-P - - 4.4 (3.7) 
Salvia azurea Lamiaceae F N-P - 5.3 (1.4) - 
Schedonorus phoenix Poaceae C3-G I-G 15.3 (5.9) 2.9 (1.4) - 
Schizachyrium 
scoparium Poaceae C4-G N-GP 2.1 (2.1) 6.0 (2.1) - 
Solidago canadensis Asteraceae F N-OP 5.4 (2.9) - 14.8 (3.1) 
Sorghastrum nutans Poaceae C4-G N-P - 23.5 (4.3) 22.6 (5.7) 
Sporobolus heterolepis Poaceae C4-G N-P - 7.2 (3.3) 18.7 (4.4) 
Tripsacum dactyloides Poaceae C4-G N-OP - 31.9 (7.5) - 
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Table 6. Average percent cover (SE) of plant functional groups in the restoration experiment 
(n=17) and DLP (Dogleg Prairie; n=18).  
1 C3-G = Cool-season grass; C4-G = Warm-season grass; F = Forb; L = Legume; W= Woody. 
 
Functional Group1 Control Restored DLP 
C3-G 91.7 (3.3) 31.5 (3.0) 2.9 (1.0) 
C4-G 25.1 (6.7) 62.7 (5.8) 58.2 (5.4) 
F 11.0 (3.9) 9.1 (1.5) 59.8 (4.8) 
L 0.3 (0.1) 27.2 (5.6) 2.3 (0.9) 


































Table 7. Average percent cover (SE) of plant prairie groups in the restoration experiment (n=17) 
and DLP (Dogleg Prairie; n=18). Plant habitat designations follow Freeman et al. (1991). 
 
Prairie Group Control Restored DLP 
Non-prairie 90.3 (6.6) 23.0 (3.1) 12.9 (4.1) 
Prairie 43.5 (6.1) 131.2 (4.9) 138.3 (4.5) 
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Table 8. Soil bacterial alpha diversity (richness, Shannon diversity: Hʹ′), community composition 
and beta-diversity. Results are presented for comparisons of the restoration experiment, Controls 
and DLP (Dogleg Prairie), and Restored and DLP. 
1 Means (SE) for each treatment and variable; n=18 for each treatment.  
2 Analyses of the restoration experiment used 2-Way ANOVA without Replication model; 
analyses between Controls and DLP, and Restored and DLP used 1-Way ANOVA model. 
3 Bacterial community composition analyses were performed using a Bray-Curtis abundance 
matrix in PERMANOVA. 
4 Beta-diversity: Average distances (SE) from an observation to the treatment centroid as 
computed by PERMDISP with a Bray-Curtis P/A matrix. The block factor in the restoration 
experiment could not be tested because n=2 for each block. 
5 Pseudo-F: F-value generated from PERMANOVA and PERMDISP. Perm P: p-values 
generated from 9999 permutations of the data. 
Significant effects at α=0.05 level are in bold. 
NA: Factor was not included in the analyses or the information was not available. 
 
  OTU Richness OTU Hʹ′  OTU Community Composition3, 5 
OTU β-
Diversity4, 5 
 Control1 61.78 (1.803) 3.63 (0.064) NA 28.71 (0.961) 
 Restored1 65.06 (1.971) 3.71 (0.045) NA 30.20 (1.197) 
 DLP1 62.11 (2.390) 3.61 (0.039) NA 35.32 (1.493) 
  Fdf P Fdf P 
Pseudo
-Fdf 
Perm P Pseudo-Fdf 
Perm 
P 
Block 0.8917,17 0.594 2.3517,17 0.044 2.5417,17 0.001 NA NA 
Restoration 
Experiment2 
Trt 1.421,17 0.249 1.961,17 0.180 1.031,17 0.421 0.941,34 0.361 
Controls vs. 
DLP2 Trt 0.011,34 0.912 0.021,34 0.880 4.631,34 0.001 13.891,34 0.001 
Restored vs. 








Table 9. Environmental variables sampled from the restoration experiment and Dogleg Prairie 
(DLP). Significant effects at α=0.05 level are in bold. NA: Factor was not included in the 
analyses or the information was not available. 
1 Means (SE) for each treatment and variable; n=18 for each treatment. 
2 Analyses of restoration experiment used 2-Way ANOVA without Replication model; analyses 

























































































Table 10. Results from regression analyses between soil bacterial communities and each 
predictor group/environmental variable on its own using DISTLM with PERMANOVA+ for 
Primer. Analyses of the restoration experiment included all quadrats. For each analysis a Bray-
Curtis abundance matrix was used. 
1 Plant = predictor group for plant communities represented as scores from the first two NMS 
axes. 
2 Funct = predictor group of plant communities represented as functional groups: C3-grass; C4-
grass; Forb; Legume and Woody. 
3 Shannon = predictor group of plant communities represented as Shannon diversity (Hʹ′). 
4 Env = predictor group for environmental variables. Restoration Experiment: live aboveground 
biomass; root biomass; microbial biomass; soil pH; total soil C; % silt; % sand; C/N Ratio; soil 
moisture, available N and elevation. DLP: root biomass; microbial biomass, soil pH and 
elevation. Significant relationships with individual environmental variables are listed below Env. 
5 Env2 = predictor group using only the environmental variables found to be significant 
correlates with soil bacterial communities on their own. Restoration Experiment: microbial 
biomass, soil pH, % sand and elevation. DLP: soil pH. 
6 Spatial = predictor group representing the spatial location of the soil bacterial communities. 
Includes the third polynomial(s) that were significant after stepwise regression using DISTLM. 
Restoration Experiment: x3, x2y. DLP: x. 
7 Pseudo-F: F-value generated from DISTLM program. Perm P: p-values generated from 9999 
permutations of the data. Significant effects at α=0.05 level are in bold. 
 
 Restoration Experiment DLP 
Group/Env. 
Variable Pseudo-Fdf
7 Perm P7 R2 Pseudo-Fdf Perm P R2 
Plant1 0.883,31 0.667 0.054 1.993,15 0.013 0.209 
Funct2 0.946,28 0.643 0.144 1.396,12 0.066 0.367 
Shannon3 0.662,32 0.870 0.020 1.632,16 0.085 0.093 
Env4 1.3912,22 0.003 0.411 1.365,13 0.091 0.295 
Microbial 
Biomass 2.042,32 0.008 0.060 - - - 
Soil pH 2.092,32 0.009 0.061 2.502,16 0.012 0.135 
% Sand 1.712,32 0.040 0.051 - - - 
Elevation 2.952,32 0.001 0.084 - - - 
Env25 1.955,29 0.001 0.212 2.502,16 0.012 0.135 





Table 11. Stepwise regression results between soil bacterial communities and the predictor 
groups using DISTLM with PERMANOVA+ for Primer. Analyses of the restoration experiment 
included all quadrats. For each analysis a Bray-Curtis abundance matrix was used; adjusted R2 
was the selection criterion. The model with the highest ending F-value represented the ‘best’ 
model and is shown. Predictor groups are listed in the order in which they were included in the 
regression model. 
1 Plant = predictor group for plant communities represented as scores from the first two NMS 
axes. 
2 Env2 = predictor group using only the environmental variables found to be significant 
correlates with soil bacterial communities on their own. Restoration Experiment: microbial 
biomass, soil pH, % sand and elevation. DLP: soil pH. 
3 Spatial = predictor group representing the spatial location of the soil bacterial communities. 
Includes the third polynomial(s) that were significant after stepwise regression using DISTLM. 
Restoration Experiment: x3, x2y. DLP: x. 
4 Pseudo-F: F-value generated from DISTLM program. Perm P: p-values generated from 9999 
permutations of the data. Significant effects at α=0.05 level are in bold. 
 
 Predictor Group  Pseudo-Fdf






Env22 1.955,29 0.001 0.103 0.212 Restoration 
Experiment Spatial3 2.217,27 0.001 0.172 0.322 
Plant1 1.993,15 0.011 0.104 0.209 
Spatial3 1.984,14 0.028 0.159 0.307 DLP 






























































Figure 1. Non-metric Multidimensional Scaling plots for A) plant species community 

























Figure 3. Variance partitioning (%) of the soil bacterial community compositions after DISTLM 
and dbRDA analyses. Values represent the amount of explained variation for each component.  











CHAPTER 2: Plant presence and species composition, but not plant diversity, influence 
rhizosphere bacterial communities within a Kansas experiment 
 
Abstract: 
 Compared to plant communities with low richness, diverse plant communities could 
potentially foster greater soil environmental heterogeneity via greater diversities of litter inputs 
and root exudates. Because the majority of soil microbes use this plant material as food, increased 
plant richness could, therefore, promote a more diverse soil bacterial community. Often, however, 
increased primary production, not plant richness per se, has been the underlying cause of a 
positive relationship between plant richness and soil bacterial diversity in bulk soil. Further, few 
have examined this relationship within the rhizosphere, where interactions can be far more plant-
driven than in bulk soil. Plant-specific root exudation, potentially resulting in unique rhizosphere 
communities associated with different plant species (plant identity effect) could provide the 
means for increased plant richness to promote rhizosphere bacterial diversity. Using the grassland 
species Agrostis gigantea, Andropogon gerardii and Helianthus maximiliani, I evaluated if an 
increase in plant richness (1-3) fostered increased rhizosphere bacterial diversity. I also assessed 
the degree of the plant identity effect by comparing rhizosphere bacterial compositions among the 
differing plant communities. Lastly, I determined if any effects upon rhizosphere bacterial 
communities were due to plant productivity, independent of plant richness or plant identity. My 
results indicated that the influence of plant identity, particularly H. maximiliani, and plant 
presence was more important for rhizosphere bacterial community structure than plant richness. 
Potentially, no relationship was found because of the small range in plant richness levels used, the 
dominant nature of H. maximiliani, and/or because additional environmental heterogeneity was 
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not promoted by A. gigantea and A. gerardii, which had similar rhizosphere communities. The 
plant identity effect of H. maximiliani, when compared to the other two plant species, was most 




 The recognition that human activity has altered community compositions and accelerated 
the loss of diversity in ecosystems has stimulated research towards a better understanding of the 
links between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (Vitousek et al. 1997). Through these 
studies, we are finding that a minimum number of species are essential for ecosystem functioning 
and greater diversity could be critical in maintaining ecosystem resilience, resistance and 
reliability to perturbations (Loreau et al. 2001; Milcu et al. 2010).  
  Soil microbial communities are integral to ecosystems because they mediate most soil 
processes such as carbon and nitrogen cycling (Zak et al. 2003). Because of the enormous 
diversity found in the soil, there has been a long-held assumption that soil microbial communities 
are functionally redundant (Torsvik et al. 1990; van Elsas et al. 2012). However, there is evidence 
showing that the diversity and composition of soil microbes can be significant to ecosystem 
performance (e.g. decomposition rates, resistance to invasion by bacterial pathogens) (Strickland 
et al. 2009; van Elsas et al. 2012). Despite the seeming importance of their diversities and 
compositions, the key factors shaping soil microbial community structure are only beginning to 
be explored (Horner-Devine et al. 2004a). In order to better recognize how soil microbial 
communities impact ecosystem processes, we need a greater understanding of how soil microbial 
communities are structured.  
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 Environmental heterogeneity is often proposed as a mechanism for biological diversity. 
This hypothesis states that an increase in resource diversity can allow for higher species 
coexistence through greater resource partitioning. Species can divide the community such that 
each species is limited by a different resource, resulting in increased niches and greater diversity 
(MacArthur 1958; Tilman 2004). Soil bacterial communities can be shaped by the heterogeneity 
of edaphic soil properties such as soil pH, soil moisture, texture, and nutrient availability (Fierer 
and Jackson 2006; Bach et al. 2010; Harrison and Bardgett 2010). In addition, plant communities 
can provide a means to promote environmental heterogeneity within an ecosystem (Hooper et al. 
2000; Berg and Smalla 2009). However, considerably less is known about the role that plant 
richness and compositions play in determining soil bacterial communities (Zak et al. 2003). 
 Because most soil bacteria are heterotrophic, they rely upon decomposing plant material 
and plant root exudates for most of their food, giving rise to two potential avenues linking plant 
richness to soil community structure (Zak et al. 2003; Loranger-Merciris et al. 2006). The present 
view is that with increasing plant richness, soil bacteria can be positively influenced through an 
increase in the diversities of root exudates and litter qualities and quantities. These increases can 
lead to a greater diversity of food resources and available niches to support a more diverse 
assemblage of microbes (Hooper et al. 2000; Porazinska et al. 2003; Eisenhauer et al. 2010; Lamb 
et al. 2011). If so, plant species loss from our ecosystems could result in a simplification of soil 
microbial communities, potentially impacting belowground processes (Milcu et al. 2010). 
However, whether increased plant richness increases the diversity of soil bacterial communities is 
still under debate. 
 A positive response between increased plant richness and soil bacterial communities has 
often been attributed to the indirect effect of plant productivity. An increase in plant richness 
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often yields increased net primary production, leading to greater quantities and diversities of 
resources entering the soil (Hooper et al. 2000; Tilman et al. 2001). These changes can ultimately 
increase microbial biomass and change microbial community compositions (Spehn et al. 2000; 
Zak et al. 2003; Bardgett and Wardle 2010). Just as frequently, however, no relationship between 
plant richness and soil bacterial communities has been observed (Broughton and Gross 2000; 
Brodie et al. 2002; Wardle et al. 2003; Bremer et al. 2009), potentially because the impacts of 
plant productivity could differ depending upon the group of soil biota examined, or the studies 
may not have been carried out long enough if soil bacterial communities have a delayed response 
to plant productivity (Eisenhauer et al. 2010; De Deyn et al. 2011). In addition, some have found 
that soil type can influence bacterial communities to a larger extent than plant richness 
(Kowalchuk et al. 2000). These studies have focused upon soil communities within the bulk soil 
(soil not specifically associated with plant roots). The degree of influence that the plant 
community exerts upon soil bacterial communities could depend upon the level of interaction 
between the two. Thus, bacterial communities within the rhizosphere may be far more plant-
driven and immediate than those within the bulk soil (Kowalchuk et al. 2002). Very few have 
examined the relationship between increased plant richness and the associated rhizosphere 
bacterial communities (Kowalchuk et al. 2002; Kielak et al. 2008).  
 The rhizosphere is typically described as the portion of soil under the influence of the root 
system (Berg and Smalla 2009). The root system provides rhizosphere microbes with plant-
derived carbon predominantly through two routes: root mass and rhizodeposition (Cheng and 
Gershenson 2007). As described above, decomposition of root biomass that may have increased 
as a result of increased plant richness could impact rhizosphere bacterial communities through 
larger quantities and more diverse carbon resources entering the rhizosphere. 
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 Rhizodeposition, mainly consisting of root exudation, can supply between 5% and 44% of 
the carbon taken up during photosynthesis to the rhizosphere, providing a nutrient rich and 
distinctive environment for rhizosphere bacteria (Farrar et al. 2003; Nguyen 2005; Berg and 
Smalla 2009). Because of these exudates, primarily in the forms of organic acids, amino acids and 
sugars, the rhizosphere contains enhanced microbial biomass and activity when compared to bulk 
soil (Bardgett et al. 2005; Raaijmakers et al. 2009). Further, root exudates can select for or against 
particular soil bacteria, generally reducing the bacterial diversity within the rhizosphere 
(Kowalchuk et al. 2002). For example, Pseudomonas are often found in greater abundance in the 
rhizosphere than in bulk soil possibly because these bacteria have been categorized as R-
strategists (copiotrophs) and quickly take advantage of the nutrient supply provided by the roots 
(Smit et al. 2001; Fierer et al. 2007). On the other hand, the rhizosphere can be relatively deficient 
in gram-positive bacteria and Acidobacteria (Olssen and Persson 1999; Kielak et al. 2008). 
 Despite a degree of commonality in the bacteria that live within the rhizosphere of 
different plant species, there is also a high degree of specificity because rhizodeposition can be 
very plant-specific (Hawkes et al. 2007). This can potentially lead to rhizosphere bacterial 
communities that are unique for each plant species (Berg and Small 2009; Bardgett and Wardle 
2010). Through this plant identity effect, it is possible that a more diverse plant community could 
lead to a more diverse rhizosphere bacterial community (Kielak et al. 2008). Over time, a more 
diverse rhizosphere community could have important implications for plant growth, vegetation 
succession and nutrient cycling because these organisms can have both beneficial (e.g. produce 
plant growth hormones, suppress plant pathogens; fix nitrogen) and adverse (e.g. competition for 
nutrients, pathogens) effects upon their associated plant species (Westover et al. 1997; Nunan et 
al. 2005; Berg and Smalla 2009; Bever et al. 2010; Milcu et al. 2010). But whether or not plant 
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richness enhances rhizosphere bacterial communities is still ambiguous (Kielak et al. 2008). 
Further, most of our knowledge about plant identity effects is from economically important 
annual plant species (Hawkes et al. 2007). There is evidence that native vegetation can have very 
high plant specificity of rhizosphere bacterial communities (Berg and Smalla 2009). Very little is 
known about the impacts that native perennial species have upon their associated rhizosphere 
bacterial communities. 
 Here, I present results from a field experiment established in a Kansas grassland in which 
I examine the extent to which plant species richness, identity and community composition 
influences rhizosphere bacterial communities. My first objective was to determine if an increase 
in plant richness, generated by three perennial grassland species, corresponded with an increase in 
rhizosphere bacterial alpha diversity (richness and Shannon diversity, Hʹ′). Second, I examined the 
role of plant community composition upon rhizosphere bacterial alpha diversity and composition. 
In this way, the plant identity effect of the three plant species was evaluated. Third, I assessed if 
any observed effects of plant richness and plant identity upon the rhizosphere bacterial 
communities could be attributed to differences in plant productivity (especially root biomass) 
rather than differences in plant richness or plant identity per se. On the one hand, if any 
differences in rhizosphere bacterial communities became non-significant after accounting for 
variation in root biomass, this would suggest the differences were due to plant productivity and 
not necessarily plant richness or plant identity (De Deyn et al. 2011). On the other hand, if root 
biomass did not change the original outcome, this suggests something other than plant 
productivity could be influencing the relationship, potentially factors such as root exudation 





The study site chosen for this experiment was located within a former pasture/hay field at 
the University of Kansas Field Station (KUFS) (lat 39°03ʹ′ N, long 95°12ʹ′ W). Located along the 
eastern deciduous forest-tallgrass prairie ecotone of Northeastern Kansas, the area consists of 
undulating, ridge-to-swale topography. The study site was located on an upland ridgetop, gently 
sloping downwards from north to south. Soils are Pawnee clay loams (montmorillonitic, mesic 
Aquic Argiudolls) formed under glacial deposits of till and loess with weathering of interbedded 
limestones and shales (U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service 1977). The 
mean annual temperature is 12.9°C and mean annual precipitation is 930 mm (Atmospheric 
Science Library 1990). 
 The experiment was located within a 25m x 55m enclosure initially used between 1997-
2000 to study changes in the frequency of crop-specific genetic markers in wild sunflower 
(Helianthus annuus) (Cummings et al. 2002). A 3m high fence surrounded the enclosure to 
exclude deer and other vertebrate herbivores. Since the conclusion of the wild sunflower 
experiment, the area has been periodically mown. Immediately prior to the current study, a survey 
showed the plant community was dominated by Bromus inermis (cool-season introduced grass). 
Also prevalent were saplings of Ulmus rubra, perennial native warm-season grasses (Andropogon 
virginicus, Sporobolus sp.) and forbs (Solidago canadensis) and the shrub, Rubus occidentalis. 
 
Experiment Design and Establishment  
In May 2006, soil within the enclosure was plowed, tilled and roto-tilled to homogenize 
the soil and diminish potential impacts of prior vegetation upon the soil bacterial community. The 
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experiment was set up as a randomized complete block design with ten blocks of nine treatments. 
Plots were 1.5m x 1.5m with alleyways between each. Two treatments were considered controls. 
One control did not contain plants, was continually weeded and used to measure the bulk soil and 
the effect of no plant inputs (NP). The other control treatment consisted of allowing plants to 
germinate from the seed bank and grow unchecked (SB). This treatment allowed me to measure 
rhizosphere soil from plant species emerging naturally from the seedbank and from communities 
with higher plant richness than the other treatments (SB control average plant richness = 31.2 ± 
1.18). The remaining seven treatments were monocultures and mixtures (2-species; 3-species) of 
the three target plant species. 
 The target species were originally Koeleria macrantha (C3-grass), Andropogon gerardii 
(C4-grass) and Helianthus maximiliani (forb). All three are native tallgrass prairie species, 
perennials and relatively abundant in tallgrass prairie remnants throughout the area (Jog et al. 
2006). After treatment application (seed sowing, described below), I observed that K. macrantha 
seed was contaminated with seeds of Agrostis gigantea. Although A. gigantea is not a native 
grass, it is a perennial, C3-grass, with anthesis concurrent with K. macrantha. All monocultures 
targeting K. macrantha ultimately became monocultures of A. gigantea during the first growing 
season (2006) due to competitive exclusion. Therefore, this treatment used A. gigantea as the 
target species rather than K. macrantha. Seeded treatments included monocultures of each species 
(Ag, An, He), all combinations of 2-species mixtures (AgAn, AgHe, or AnHe) and a treatment 
comprising all three species (AgAnHe). This study used a more limited range of plant richness 
levels, which allowed for higher replication to test for the effects of plant identity on rhizosphere 
bacterial communities (Loranger-Merciris et al. 2006). 
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 Seeds of the target species were purchased from Stock Seed Farms (Murdoch, NE) and 
were sown on 6 June 2006. For each plot, the amount sown was based upon the percent 
germination of each species (germination rates were provided by Stock Seed Farms) and a goal of 
1000 seedlings per plot. Seeds were broadcast and the soil was raked to scrape the surface and 
cover the seeds. Alleyways and plots were weeded throughout the duration of the experiment.  
 
Rhizosphere Bacterial Community Structure 
 To assess soil rhizosphere bacterial communities, in 2008, soils were sampled twice in all 
plots over the growing season (two years after seeding) coinciding with peak flowering of A. 
gigantea (11-14 June) and A. gerardii and H. maximiliani (21-22 August). For each sampling 
period, three randomly designated locations were chosen and the soil beneath the closest plants 
was sampled (2.5cm x 15cm) and placed into a ziplock bag. Soils were frozen at -80°C until 
further processing could occur. To collect rhizosphere soil, the soil cores were carefully broken 
apart to expose the roots. Any soil still attached to the root was considered rhizosphere soil and 
brushed into a collection tray. All roots were dried to a constant weight (74°C) for root biomass 
measurements. Further, roots from the three target species were easily distinguished from each 
other. Therefore, I was able to estimate root biomass for each target species in the mixture plots. 
  
T-RFLP Procedure: Terminal-Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (T-RFLP) was used to 
assess rhizosphere bacterial communities. Even though T-RFLP does not allow for estimating 
diversity and structure at fine taxonomic levels, this technique is a reproducible method having 
sufficient resolution to detect differences in soil bacterial community structure (Fierer et al. 
2003). Rhizosphere soil DNA was extracted in duplicate for each plot using the MoBio PowerSoil 
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DNA extraction kit as recommended by the manufacturer. The duplicate extractions were pooled 
and DNA was quantified by gel electrophoresis. Extractions were either concentrated or diluted to 
obtain a final concentration of 10ng DNA/uL extract. 
 16S rDNA from the extracted DNA samples was PCR-amplified using the universal 
eubacterial primers 6-FAM 8-27F, a fluorescently labeled forward primer (5ʹ′-
AGRGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG-3ʹ′), and 1389R, a non-labeled reverse primer (5ʹ′-
ACGGGCGGTGTGTACAAG-3ʹ′) (Fierer et al. 2003). For each plot, PCR reactions were 
performed in triplicate. Each 50µL PCR reaction contained 50ng DNA, 0.5uM of each primer, 
and 1 x HotStar Taq Master Mix Kit (Qiagen), which included a final concentration of 2.5 units 
HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase, 1.5nM MgCl2 and 200uM of each dNTP. Reaction mixtures were 
held for 15 minutes at 95°C for activation. Reactions were cycled 32 times through three steps: 
45s of denaturation at 94°C, 45s of annealing at 58°C and 90s for primer extension at 72°C. The 
final extension lasted 10 minutes at 72°C. The triplicate PCR reactions were pooled, purified 
using the MoBio UltraClean PCR Clean-Up Kit, and yields quantified using gel electrophoresis. 
 Products of PCR reactions were initially digested using both RsaI and MspI restriction 
enzymes (New England Biolabs). However, only the RsaI enzyme completely digested PCR 
product. Therefore, analyses of rhizosphere bacterial communities only included digestions using 
RsaI. Each 20µL reaction contained 100ng of purified PCR product, 10 units of restriction 
enzyme and two µL of buffer. Each reaction was digested for three hours at 37°C with an 
inactivation period of 20 minutes at 65°C. The fluorescently labeled fragments were analyzed 
using an Applied Biosystems Instrument 3730 genetic analyzer. Terminal restriction fragment 
(TRF) sizes between 25 and 1000 bp, with peak heights > 25 fluorescent units were measured 
using Peak Scanner 1.0 analytical software (Applied Biosystems). 
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T-RFLP Profile Alignment: All rhizosphere bacterial community profiles were analyzed, 
standardized and aligned simultaneously using the program T-REX (Culman et al. 2009). T-REX 
is a free, online-based tool that was developed to aid in the alignment and analysis of T-RFLP 
datasets. Within T-REX, TRFs were first filtered to find ‘true peaks’ within the profiles, using 
peak area. TRFs were aligned such that fragment sizes differing by ≤ 0.5 bp were considered 
identical and clustered. To avoid clustering ‘distinct close peaks’, the maximum number of 
fragments assigned to a cluster was limited to the number of profiles being aligned. Once the 
maximum number was reached, a new cluster was created. For each cluster of TRFs, the average 
size was calculated and used to distinguish TRFs. The data matrix was exported and peak areas 
were relativized for each TRF within a community profile. Peak areas with a proportion <0.5% 
were removed (Fierer et al. 2003). 
In order to compare rhizosphere bacterial community structure, both the proportional peak 
area (abundance) and TRF size were used. Because different organisms can produce TRFs of 
similar size, TRFs of different lengths were assumed to represent different operational taxonomic 
units (OTUs) and not necessarily distinct bacterial species. 
 
Additional Measurements 
In addition to sampling root biomass, as described above, aboveground productivity was 
sampled to further evaluate overall plant productivity. Aboveground productivity was estimated 
by clipping plant biomass (1m x 0.08m) to ground level after each soil sampling and dried at 
74°C until constant weight. Inorganic N and soil moisture were measured because they are 
environmental variables that are frequently positively correlated with plant productivity and are 
important for microbial growth (Broughton and Gross 2000). Inorganic N was measured using 
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resin strip extractions according to Qian and Schoenau (1996). This was an integrative measure of 
available N spanning two weeks that overlapped with the soil rhizosphere sampling. Soil moisture 
was measured from the center of each plot immediately prior to soil sampling using a Trime-FM 
TDR instrument. 
 Soil microbial biomass was measured using the procedure of Findlay et al. (1989). Soil 
from the NP control and rhizosphere soil was pooled by treatment using soil remaining after the 
DNA extractions. Pooling allowed duplicate measurements for each treatment to be used. Briefly, 
phospholipids were dissolved in a chloroform phase and filtered using Na2SO4 until 10mL of 
chloroform was collected. Phospholipids were concentrated to 1mL of chloroform. After 
digestion with 5% acid potassium persulfate, malachite green solution was used to allow 
measurement of absorbance with a spectrometer (610nm). Using glycerophosphate standards, 
nmol of lipid bound phosphate was calculated for each sample and converted into cells per gram 
of soil (4x109 cells per 100nmol P).  
 
Data Analyses 
 Rhizosphere bacterial diversities and compositions were assessed for the growing season 
as a whole. To do this, all data were combined using the maximum value obtained out of the two 
sampling periods (e.g. maximum proportion for each OTU; maximum root biomass). These 
maximum values were used for all analyses. Alpha diversity (richness and Shannon diversity, Hʹ′) 
was calculated for bacterial communities in PC-Ord 4.14 (McCune and Mefford 1999). 
Univariate analyses for OTU alpha diversity, aboveground and root biomass, inorganic N and soil 
moisture were performed in SPSS 19 using randomized complete block (RCB) ANOVAs, while 
1-Way ANOVA was used to analyze soil microbial biomass. Least significance difference (LSD) 
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was used as post-hoc tests. Aboveground and root biomass were log-transformed to meet 
ANOVA assumptions.  
 Rhizosphere bacterial communities were assessed using two approaches. First, the effects 
of plant richness per se upon rhizosphere bacterial alpha diversities were analyzed by grouping 
the target species treatments by plant richness (1-3). Control treatments were included in these 
analyses. Second, to examine the effects of plant community composition, rhizosphere bacterial 
alpha diversities and compositions were analyzed by treatment. Rhizosphere bacterial community 
compositions were first analyzed using Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMS) within PC-
Ord 4.14 using a Bray-Curtis similarity matrix. To graphically display differentiation in the 
rhizosphere bacterial communities, averages and standard errors of the first two NMS axis scores 
were calculated by treatment and displayed in an ordination diagram. Treatment differences 
among rhizosphere bacterial community compositions were tested with Permutational 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (PERMANOVA) using PERMANOVA+ for Primer, Primer 
v6 Software (Anderson 2001; Clarke and Gorley 2006). PERMANOVA tests for differences 
among community matrices and calculates p-values through permutations of observations. The 
software also allows for the analysis of multivariate data using ANOVA designs such as RCB and 
ANCOVA and will perform a posteriori pair-wise comparisons among factor levels. All 
PERMANOVA analyses used relativised abundance matrices, 9999 permutations and the Bray-
Curtis similarity distance measure.  
 To determine if the effects of plant community composition upon rhizosphere bacterial 
alpha diversities and compositions were potentially due to the root biomass of each plant species 
rather than root exudation, each species’ root biomass was used as a covariate in ANCOVA 
analyses (within SPSS 19 and PERMANOVA), excluding the NP and SB controls. I inferred that 
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a particular species’ root biomass was influencing rhizosphere bacterial communities if treatment 
differences were no longer found after the ANCOVA. 
 Further, to separate any plant richness or plant compositional effects from that of total root 
biomass, I analyzed rhizosphere bacterial diversities and compositions using ANCOVAs with 
total root biomass for each plot as a covariate. Live aboveground biomass, microbial biomass, 
inorganic N and soil moisture were also used as covariates in separate ANCOVA analyses. This 
was done to evaluate if these variables could help explain any plant richness or plant 




Effects of Plant Richness 
 Across the 1, 2, and 3 plant species richness plots, increased plant richness did not 
correspond with an increase in rhizosphere bacterial alpha diversity (Figure 1) (OTU Richness: 
Block factor F9, 76 = 4.53 p = 0.001; Plant Richness factor F4, 76 = 3.30 p = 0.015) (OTU Hʹ′: Block 
factor F9, 76 = 5.83 p = 0.001; Plant Richness factor F4, 76 = 2.84 p = 0.030). In fact, all levels of 
plant richness had the lowest and similar values of OTU richness and Shannon diversities. In 
contrast, the SB control not only had the highest plant species richness (average plant richness = 
31.2 ± 1.181), but also the highest rhizosphere bacterial richness and Shannon diversity. Soil 
bacterial alpha diversity of the NP control was intermediate between the SB control and the three 
levels of plant richness. 
 RCB ANOVA analyses of aboveground biomass indicated that an increase in plant 
species richness from 1 to 3 plant species corresponded with a significant increase in 
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aboveground biomass, consistent with other plant diversity-productivity studies (Tilman et al. 
1996) (Figure 2A) (Block factor F9,76 = 1.13 p = 0.355; Plant Richness factor F4,76 = 104.15 p = 
0.001). However, root biomass was not significantly different among the plant richness levels 
(Figure 2B) (Block factor F9,76 = 2.30 p = 0.026; Plant Richness factor F4,76 = 17.78 p = 0.001). 
The SB control had aboveground and root biomass values significantly lower than the three plant 
richness levels, but significantly higher than the NP control, which had the lowest biomass. 
 The three plant richness levels had similar rhizosphere microbial biomass and inorganic N 
(Table 1). However, as plant richness increased from 1 to 3 plant species, soil moisture decreased. 
The SB control had similar rhizosphere microbial biomass and inorganic N as the three plant 
richness levels, while soil moisture was intermediate between the NP control and the three plant 
richness levels. The NP control had the lowest microbial biomass (bulk soil), but the highest 
measurements of inorganic N and relatively high soil moisture contents. 
 In order to determine if the differences found among rhizosphere bacterial alpha 
diversities could be attributed to other factors than plant richness per se, ANCOVAs were 
performed using total root biomass, aboveground biomass, microbial biomass, inorganic N and 
soil moisture as covariates. Results indicated that even after accounting for these five variables, 
bacterial OTU richness still differed among the controls and the three plant richness levels as 
described above (Figure 1) (Table 2). In contrast, after accounting for the effects of root biomass, 
aboveground biomass and inorganic N, significant differences among the controls and plant 





Effects of Plant Community Composition 
 When analyzing rhizosphere bacterial OTU richness by treatment, I found that 
monocultures of Ag and An were similar and tended to have higher richness than He 
monocultures (Figure 3A) (Block factor F9,72 = 4.73 p = 0.001; Trt factor F8,72 = 2.66 p = 0.013). 
The 2-species and the 3-species mixtures tended to have the lowest rhizosphere bacterial OTU 
richness but were statistically similar to the monoculture plots (exception: AgHe was significantly 
lower than Ag and An). The SB control was similar to the NP control, Ag and An monocultures, 
but was significantly higher than all other treatments. The NP control had similar bacterial OTU 
richness as all other treatments except AgHe. 
 Rhizosphere bacterial OTU Shannon diversities of Ag and An monocultures were similar 
and significantly higher than He monocultures, which had the lowest rhizosphere bacterial OTU 
diversity of all the treatments (Figure 3B) (Block factor F9,72 = 6.79 p = 0.001; Trt factor F8,72 = 
2.66 p = 0.001). In addition, the treatments that contained Helianthus as part of the plant 
community (He, AgHe, AnHe and AgAnHe) tended to have lower Shannon diversities than the 
other treatments. The SB and NP controls tended to have the highest rhizosphere bacterial OTU 
diversities. 
 PERMANOVA analyses indicated that the Ag and An monocultures had similar 
rhizosphere bacterial community compositions, which were both significantly different from the 
He monocultures (Figure 4; Table 3)  (Block factor Pseudo-F9,72 = 14.33 p = 0.001; Trt factor 
Pseudo-F8,72 = 3.16 p = 0.001). He monoculture rhizosphere bacterial community compositions 
were also significantly different from all other treatments. The 2-species and 3-species mixtures 
had rhizosphere bacterial community compositions similar to each other, except between AgAn 
and AnHe treatments. The 2-species mixture of AgAn was similar to the rhizosphere bacterial 
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communities of both Ag and An monocultures. The mixtures of AgHe, AnHe and AgAnHe were 
statistically similar to Ag monocultures, but significantly different from An and He monocultures. 
Rhizosphere bacterial communities of the SB control were similar to only those of the An and 
AgAn treatments. The NP control had soil bacterial community compositions significantly 
different than all other treatments. 
 Treatments containing Helianthus within the plant community had the highest 
aboveground biomass (Figure 5A) (Block factor F9,72 = 1.72 p = 0.101; Trt factor F8,72 = 84.73 p = 
0.001). Treatments containing Agrostis and Andropogon had similar aboveground biomass and 
were similar to the SB control. In contrast, the target species’ treatments all had similar root 
biomass and were significantly higher than the SB control (Figure 5B) (Block factor F9,72 = 2.42 p 
= 0.030; Trt factor F8,72 = 7.77 p = 0.001). The NP control had the lowest aboveground and root 
biomass. 
 He monocultures and mixtures containing Helianthus had the highest rhizosphere 
microbial biomass and had lower soil moistures than Ag and An monocultures and the AgAn 
mixture (Table 4). The SB control had intermediate rhizosphere microbial biomass (similar to 
AgHe and AgAnHe) and soil moisture whereas the NP control had the lowest microbial biomass 
(bulk soil) and relatively high soil moisture. Inorganic N was similar across all treatments, except 
for the NP control, which was significantly higher. 
 Results of the ANCOVA analyses showed that even after accounting for differences in 
total root biomass, aboveground biomass, microbial biomass, inorganic N or soil moisture, 
treatment differences still remained for rhizosphere bacterial OTU alpha diversity and community 
compositions (Table 5). Further, I used ANCOVA to determine if a particular target plant 
species’ root biomass could be underlying the treatment differences in rhizosphere bacterial 
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communities. From these analyses, I found that after accounting for Agrostis or Helianthus root 
biomass, rhizosphere bacterial OTU Shannon diversities no longer had treatment differences 




 By using the three plant species A. gigantea, A. gerardii and H. maximiliani, I found that 
plant identity and plant presence were more important for structuring rhizosphere bacterial 
communities (alpha diversity and compositions) than plant richness. After increasing plant 
species richness from one to three plant species, there was no concurrent increase in rhizosphere 
bacterial diversity. To my knowledge, only two studies, both of which were conducted in the 
same field in The Netherlands, have explicitly examined the relationship between plant richness 
and rhizosphere bacterial diversity (Kowalchuk et al. 2002; Kielak et al. 2008). Kowalchuk et al. 
(2002) showed that higher plant diversity treatments (up to 15 plant species) maintained a higher 
level of bacterial diversity within the rhizosphere. However, four years later, Kielak et al. (2008) 
found no such relationship. Two explanations were given for these different outcomes: 1) 
different methods were used to determine bacterial communities (DGGE vs. cloning and 
sequencing) and/or 2) rhizosphere bacterial community compositions changed over the four years 
such that a relationship between plant richness and bacterial diversity was no longer found.  
In this study, any transient effects of plant richness upon rhizosphere bacterial 
communities cannot be determined, and therefore, cannot be ruled out. T-RFLP could have been 
too coarse of a method to detect any plant richness effects, but this is probably not the case as 
results from the SB control suggest that higher plant richness could generate higher rhizosphere 
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bacterial diversity (Figure 1). This result also suggests that the range in plant richness levels used 
in this study may have been too small to detect any potential increases in bacterial diversity 
(Hedlund et al. 2003). Even when examining bulk soil microbial communities, many studies that 
used a larger range of plant richness levels (up to 32 or 60 species) exhibited a response from the 
bacterial community (Spehn et al. 2000; Gruter et al. 2006). This positive response, in many 
cases, was accredited to differences in plant productivity generated by the increases in plant 
richness, not the direct effects of plant richness per se (e.g. Zak et al. 2003). But others attributed 
the response potentially to rhizosphere effects that were large enough to impact the bulk soil 
community (Stephan et al. 2000; Eisenhauer et al. 2010). When using only eight or 15 plant 
species, bulk soil bacterial communities generally showed no response to plant richness, but were 
influenced primarily by edaphic soil properties (Brodie et al. 2002; Hedlund et al. 2003; Wardle 
et al. 2003; Zul et al. 2007; Bremer et al. 2009; Millard and Singh 2010). 
A. gigantea and A. gerardii had similar rhizosphere bacterial alpha diversities and 
compositions. From these results, along with the fact that root biomass did not have a strong 
impact on the rhizosphere bacterial communities of these two plant species, the root exudation 
patterns could have been similar for these two grasses. Therefore, including A. gigantea and A. 
gerardii within the same plant community may not have enhanced the environmental 
heterogeneity of the overall rhizosphere habitat, did not support different bacterial populations, 
and contributed to the absence of a plant richness effect. 
Selecting H. maximiliani for this study may have contributed further to the lack of 
relationship between plant richness and rhizosphere bacterial diversities. It is postulated that an 
increase in plant richness could increase soil diversity, and therefore ecosystem performance, 
through either niche complementarity or chance events (Loreau et al. 2001). For example, niche 
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complementarity promotes higher diversity, or ecosystem functioning, because plant communities 
with higher species richness increase diversity and resource utilization of the soil biota to levels 
greater than expected from individual plant species grown in monocultures (Tilman et al. 2001). 
In contrast, higher diversity in the soil could result from the greater chance of a highly productive 
or keystone plant species influencing the soil community more than plant richness (i.e. the 
sampling effect) (Carney and Matson 2006; Ladygina and Hedlund 2010). Mixture treatments 
that included H. maximiliani in the plant community tended to have lower rhizosphere bacterial 
diversities than the other treatments. This could have drawn down the average diversities from the 
two and three plant species communities (Figure 1), negating any plant richness effects. Thus, the 
absence of a plant richness-rhizosphere bacterial diversity relationship may be the consequence of 
plant communities that contain a plant species (e.g. H. maximiliani) exerting a strong influence 
upon the rhizosphere community (Bremer et al. 2009). 
Not only did rhizosphere bacterial communities exhibit lower diversities when H. 
maximiliani was part of the plant community, the presence of H. maximiliani also impacted 
rhizosphere bacterial community compositions. Monocultures of H. maximiliani had distinct 
compositions from the monocultures of the two grass species, which were similar (A. gigantea 
and A. gerardii) (Figure 3 and 4). Furthermore, when H. maximiliani was part of mixture plant 
communities, the presence of this species shifted compositions towards that of the He 
monocultures. Thus, this study showed a strong plant identity effect with H. maximiliani while 
the two grass species exhibited similar responses from the rhizosphere bacterial community. 
Despite the prevalent idea that differing plant species can have unique rhizosphere 
communities, the extent of the plant identity effect is often variable (Smalla et al. 2001; 
Kowalchuk et al. 2002; de Ridder-Duine et al. 2005). For example, Westover et al. (1997) found 
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distinct microbial communities when examining the rhizospheres of Anthoxanthum odoratum and 
Plantago lanceolata. In contrast, Kielak et al. (2008) observed very little effect upon rhizosphere 
bacterial communities when using 12 different late-successional plant species. The authors 
suggested that the field’s agricultural history and resulting soil edaphic properties superseded any 
plant species effects. Different rhizosphere sampling strategies could contribute to these varying 
results by inadvertently collecting differing amounts of bulk soil and potentially diluting any 
rhizosphere effects (Broughton and Gross 2000; Kowalchuk et al. 2002). Further, different groups 
of microbes could have varied levels of specificity. Within a grassland in southern Scotland, a 
weak relationship between rhizosphere bacterial communities and plant species was found, 
whereas, a plant identity effect was observed with fungal community structure (Ridgeway et al. 
2003; Nunan et al. 2005; Singh et al. 2007). 
 It is possible that grass species may not display as strong of an effect on microbial 
communities as forbs or legumes, as observed in this study, because of differing root exudation 
patterns (Ladygina and Hedlund 2010). For example, Warembourg et al. (2003) found that 
different plant families partition C belowground differently. Non-legume forbs (Asteraceae 
family in particular) invested more C into root biomass whereas grasses allocated more C into 
root exudation. Using the plant species Holcus lanatus (grass), Lotus corniculatus (legume), and 
Plantago lanceolata (forb), Ladygina and Hedlund (2010) observed these same C allocation 
patterns (higher root exudation in the grass species, H. lanatus). They also found H. lanatus 
exhibited a plant identity effect upon both bacterial and fungal compositions because of those 
exudations. Despite this finding, it is widely unknown whether particular plant families and/or 
functional groups have distinct impacts upon rhizosphere microbial communities. 
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 To my knowledge, differences in the quantity and quality of root exudates among the 
three plant species used in this study are unknown. If plant family root exudation patterns are 
similar, this could potentially explain the similarities between A. gigantea and A. gerardii 
rhizosphere communities and the distinct rhizosphere bacterial communities of H. maximiliani. In 
addition, annual sunflower (Helianthus annuus) has been shown to have high allelopathic 
potential (Spring and Benz 1989). More than 200 natural allelopathic compounds have been 
isolated with corresponding reductions of microorganisms in the rhizosphere of H. annuus such 
as Azospirillum and Rhizobium (Kamal and Bano 2008). Although beyond the scope of this 
study, it would be interesting to investigate if other plant species within this genus, such as H. 
maximiliani, exuded allelopathic compounds. If so, it also could potentially explain the lower 
rhizosphere bacterial diversities in plots with H. maximiliani and their distinct rhizosphere 
bacterial community composition. 
Not only did H. maximiliani display a plant identity effect upon rhizosphere bacterial 
communities, the presence of this plant species impacted several environmental variables as well. 
Plots with H. maximiliani had significantly higher aboveground productivity, higher rhizosphere 
microbial biomass and lower soil moisture than the two grass species monocultures and their 
mixtures. However, none of these environmental variables helped explain differences among the 
rhizosphere bacterial communities when used as covariates (Table 5). There was some indication 
that A. gigantea and H. maximiliani root biomass influenced rhizosphere bacterial OTU Shannon 
diversity (Table 6). Overall, rhizodeposition could be presumed to be the primary factor, with root 
biomass playing a minor role, in shaping the bacterial communities found in the rhizospheres of 
these three plant species (Eisenhauer et al. 2010). 
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 In addition to plant identity, I found an effect of plant presence (also known as the 
rhizosphere effect): bacterial compositions of the bulk soil were significantly different from those 
of the rhizosphere (Figure 4). Bacterial alpha diversity also showed signs of a plant presence 
response, albeit not as striking as the bacterial compositions. Bacterial richness and Shannon 
diversity of the NP control was either similar to or tended to be slightly higher than within the 
rhizosphere. These results are consistent with several other studies that found lower rhizosphere 
bacterial diversities and distinct compositions when compared to bulk soil (Marilley et al. 1998; 
Kowalchuk et al. 2002; de Ridder-Duine et al. 2005; Zul et al. 2007; Kielak et al. 2008). 
Differences in microbial diversities and compositions between bulk and rhizosphere soil has often 
been attributed to the effects of root exudation (Zul et al. 2007). For example, within a mesocosm 
study, Bremer et al. (2009) showed that the nirK-type denitrifier community in bulk soil was most 
strongly impacted by the presence of plants and secondarily by plant composition, through 
differences in the amounts and compositions of root exudates. 
 In conclusion, the influence of plant identity, particularly H. maximiliani, and plant 
presence was more important in structuring rhizosphere bacterial communities than plant 
richness. A lack of response by the rhizosphere bacterial community to increased plant richness 
was potentially because of the small range in richness levels used, because of the dominant nature 
of H. maximiliani, and/or because additional rhizosphere environmental heterogeneity was not 
provided by the two grass species (A. gigantea, A. gerardii). The plant identity effect of H. 
maximiliani was most likely due to different root exudation patterns from those of the two grass 
species. By increasing the number of plant species used, further investigations could determine i) 
if there is a minimum number of plant species that are required to show a relationship with soil 
biota, ii) how important the plant identity effect is to the outcome of the plant richness and soil 
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biota relationship, iii) if plant families or functional groups impact rhizosphere bacterial 
communities to a greater level than plant species and iv) what types and amounts of root exudates 



































Table 1. Effects of plant richness upon microbial biomass, inorganic N and soil moisture. Results 
of the LSD post-hoc tests are superscripted next to the means for each variable and plant richness 
level. Differing letters signify significant differences at α = 0.05 level. Significant p-values are in 
bold. NA: Microbial biomass was analyzed using 1-Way ANOVA; block factor was not included. 
 





NP 3.44 x 106 b 18.49 a 37.29 ab 
SB 9.96 x 106 a 1.96 b 36.35 abc 
1 9.93 x 106 a 1.64 b 37.55 a 
2 10.12 x 106 a 1.71 b 36.38 bc 
3 10.05 x 106 a 1.39 b 34.80 c 
 Fdf P Fdf P Fdf P 
Block NA NA 0.979,76 0.469 2.029,76 0.049 
Plant Richness 














Table 2. Results of the plant richness factor from ANCOVA analyses. Separate analyses were 
done for each covariate listed below. Results of the plant richness factor from RCB ANOVA are 
for comparison. Significant values are in bold; α = 0.05. df = 4, 75. 
 
 OTU Richness OTU Hʹ′  
 F P F P 
Plant Richness Factor:  
     RCB ANOVA 3.30 0.015 2.84 0.030 
Root Biomass 3.03 0.023 2.19 0.079 
Aboveground Biomass 2.58 0.044 1.45 0.225 
Microbial Biomass 3.38 0.014 2.83 0.030 
Inorganic N 3.27 0.016 2.48 0.051 
















Table 3. P-values for pair-wise comparisons between rhizosphere bacterial communities 




























Table 4. Effects of plant community compositions upon microbial biomass, inorganic N and soil 
moisture. Results of the LSD post-hoc tests are superscripted next to the means for each variable 
and treatment. Differing letters signify significant differences at α = 0.05 level. Significant p-
values are in bold; α = 0.05. NA: Microbial biomass was analyzed using 1-Way ANOVA; block 
factor was not included.  
 






NP 3.44 x 106 d 18.49 a 37.29 ab 
SB 9.96 x 106 b 1.96 b 36.35 bc 
Ag 7.82 x 106 c 1.37 b 38.32 a 
An 8.65 x 106 c 1.30 b 38.5 a 
He 13.33 x 106 a 2.24 b 35.82 bc 
AgAn 7.89 x 106 c 0.90 b 37.45 ab 
AgHe 10.17 x 106 b 1.29 b 36.25 bc 
AnHe 12.30 x 106 a 2.93 b 35.44 c 
AgAnHe 10.05 x 106 b 1.39 b 34.80 c 
 Fdf P Fdf P Fdf P 
Block NA NA 0.939,72 0.502 2.339,72 0.023 















Table 5. Results of the treatment factor from ANCOVA analyses. Separate analyses were done 
for each covariate listed. Results of the treatment factor RCB ANOVA are for comparison. 
Pseudo-F: F-value generated from PERMANOVA. Perm P: p-values generated from 9999 
permutations of the data in PERMANOVA. Significant values are in bold; α = 0.05. df = 8, 71. 
 
 OTU Richness OTU Hʹ′  OTU Community Compositions 
 F P F P Pseudo-F Perm P 
Treatment Factor: 
     RCB ANOVA 2.66 0.013 3.71 0.001 3.16 0.001 
Root Biomass 2.49 0.019 3.30 0.003 2.68 0.001 
Aboveground 
Biomass 2.11 0.045 2.09 0.048 2.60 0.001 
Microbial Biomass 3.03 0.008 3.38 0.004 2.12 0.001 
Inorganic N 2.64 0.014 3.47 0.002 2.58 0.003 





















Table 6. Results of the treatment factor from ANCOVA analyses. Target species root biomass 
was used as a covariate. Controls were excluded from the analyses. Results of the treatment factor 
from RCB ANOVA are for comparison. Pseudo-F: F-value generated from PERMANOVA. Perm 
P: p-values generated from 9999 permutations of the data in PERMANOVA. Significant values 
are in bold; α = 0.05. df = 6, 53. 
 
 
 OTU Richness OTU Hʹ′  OTU Community Compositions 
 F P F P Pseudo-F Perm P 
Treatment Factor: 
     RCB ANOVA 
     Controls Excluded 
1.97 0.087 2.84 0.018 2.29 0.001 
Agrostis  1.96 0.087 2.08 0.071 1.94 0.001 
Andropogon  1.93 0.093 2.68 0.024 2.16 0.001 
























Figure 1. Effects of plant richness upon rhizosphere bacterial alpha diversity; A) OTU richness; 
B) OTU Shannon diversity. Differing letters signify significant differences at α = 0.05 level 
using least significance difference tests. Error bars represent SE. 
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Figure 2. Effects of plant richness upon A) aboveground biomass and B) root biomass. Differing 




























Figure 3. Rhizosphere bacterial alpha diversity by treatment; A) OTU richness; B) OTU Shannon 
diversity. Differing letters signify significant differences at α = 0.05 level using least 





Figure 4. NMS plots of rhizosphere bacterial communities by treatment. Symbols represent the 
average NMS score. Error bars represent SE of the NMS scores. Block factor Pseudo-F9,72 = 

























Figure 5. Effects of treatment upon A) aboveground biomass and B) root biomass, distinguished 
by target species. Differing letters signify differences at α = 0.05 level using least significance 
difference tests. Analyses and error bars (SE) are based off of total biomass values. 
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CHAPTER 3: Temporal dynamics of soil bacterial communities in the rhizospheres of three 
perennial grassland species 
 
Abstract: 
 Plant-specific root exudates can provide an environment within the rhizosphere that 
harbors unique microbial communities: the plant identity effect. However, detection of distinct 
rhizosphere communities with different plant species has been variable. Potentially, this is 
because the plant identity effect is not permanent as root exudation patterns can vary with plant 
phenology. Additionally, if rhizosphere communities change in response to root exudation 
patterns associated with plant phenology, rhizosphere microbial communities could exhibit 
seasonal patterns. In a Kansas field experiment, over two growing seasons, I sampled rhizosphere 
bacterial communities during the active growth and flowering stages of Agrostis gigantea, 
Andropogon gerardii and Helianthus maximiliani to 1) determine the extent of the plant identity 
effect among three perennial grassland species and if the effect was maintained over time and 2) 
assess if rhizosphere bacterial communities showed seasonal patterns, potentially corresponding 
with plant phenology. I found that Helianthus rhizosphere bacterial communities were distinct 
from those of Agrostis and Andropogon (which were similar) only when Helianthus was 
flowering and this plant identity effect grew stronger during the second year. Further, seasonal 
shifts in Helianthus rhizosphere bacteria indicated that community changes could potentially be 
associated with plant phenology. In contrast, Agrostis and Andropogon rhizosphere bacterial 
communities were similar over time and both showed gradual non-seasonal changes in 
compositions over the two growing seasons. Overall, the observance of a plant identity effect 
depended upon the plant species and when the rhizosphere bacterial community was sampled. 
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Moreover, temporal patterns of rhizosphere bacteria from perennial plant species likely reflect the 





The rhizosphere is generally defined as the soil fraction influenced by the root system 
(Berg and Smalla 2009). Although the actual physical extent of the rhizosphere can vary both 
spatially and temporally, at any given time, the rhizosphere is presumed to extend 2-10mm from 
the root surface (Gregory et al. 2006; Sauer et al. 2006). Within this region, abiotic and biotic 
factors such as root exudation, water uptake, soil pH and competition for nutrients create a unique 
environment for soil microbes compared to bulk soil (Curl and Truelove 1986; Hinsinger et al. 
2005). The rhizosphere habitat, therefore, commonly displays increased microbial biomass and 
activity, decreased diversity and microbial compositions that are distinct from those of the bulk 
soil (Steer and Harris 2000; Baudoin et al. 2002; Kowalchuk et al. 2002; Bardgett et al. 2005). 
This phenomenon is commonly referred to as the ‘rhizosphere effect’ (Gregory 2006; Berg and 
Smalla 2009; Raaijmakers et al. 2009). 
In addition to the effect of plant presence, individual plant species can also influence 
microbial diversities and compositions within the rhizosphere. The amounts and types of root 
exudates, most abundantly in the forms of organic acids, amino acids and sugars, can vary among 
plant species, selecting for or against particular soil microbes within the region of the root (Berg 
and Smalla 2009; Raaijmakers et al. 2009). This can potentially lead to rhizosphere microbial 
communities that are unique for each plant species (Kowalchuk et al. 2002; Berg and Smalla 
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2009; Bardgett and Wardle 2010). Over the long-term, this ‘plant identity effect’ could have 
important implications for plant growth, vegetation succession and nutrient cycling through the 
beneficial (e.g. nitrogen fixation, produce plant growth hormones) and adverse (e.g. pathogens) 
effects the microorganisms may have upon their associated plant species (Westover et al. 1997; 
Nunan et al. 2005; Bever et al. 2010; Milcu et al. 2010). Even with this potential feedback upon 
native plant communities, most of our knowledge about plant identity effects on rhizosphere 
microbial communities comes from studies of economically important annual plant species or 
from bioremediation studies (Hawkes et al. 2007). There is some evidence that native vegetation 
can have very high plant specificity, but our knowledge of the impacts that native perennial plant 
species have upon their associated rhizosphere communities is limited (Berg and Smalla 2009). 
Despite a number of studies showing plant-specific rhizosphere microbial communities, 
unique associations are not consistently found within the literature (Nunan et al. 2005; Kielak et 
al. 2008). For instance, denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis showed that rhizosphere bacterial 
communities of strawberry were different from those of both potato and oilseed rape, which were 
similar to each other (Smalla et al. 2001). Differing degrees of the plant identity effect could arise 
because soil type and edaphic soil properties, not plant species, are most important in determining 
rhizosphere microbial communities (Innes et al. 2004; de Ridder-Duine et al. 2005; Singh et al. 
2007). Further, the extent of the plant-dependent rhizosphere community could be a result of the 
methods used to sample the rhizosphere or the management practices employed (e.g. tillage, crop 
rotation) (Lupwayi et al. 1998; Smalla et al. 2001; Nunan et al. 2005; Kielak et al. 2008). 
Detecting a plant identity effect within the rhizosphere could also depend upon sampling 
time (Berg and Smalla 2009). Patterns of root exudation can vary due to plant phenology (Steer 
and Harris 2000; Singh et al. 2007). In general, when compared to the flowering stage, higher 
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concentrations of root exudates have been found during the initial growth phase of younger plants 
(Hamlen et al. 1972). Most likely this is because plants allocate less C belowground when 
flowering (Rovira 1959; Marschner et al. 2002). If rhizosphere microbial communities change in 
response to differences in root exudation patterns driven by plant phenology, as some evidence 
indicates, it is possible that the extent of the plant identity effect could also differ temporally 
(Smalla et al. 2001; Baudoin et al. 2002). However, very little is known about the permanence of 
the plant identity effect over time. 
 Furthermore, if rhizosphere microbial community structure responds to altered root 
exudation associated with plant phenology, the rhizosphere communities could exhibit seasonal 
patterns (Schmidt et al. 2007). For instance, when examining the rhizosphere of Spartina 
alterniflora, Gamble et al. (2010) found that Gammaproteobacteria dominated rhizosphere 
communities and observed an increase in diazotrophic bacterial activity during periods of plant 
growth compared to flowering. This was most likely due to increased root exudation and OM 
availability during plant growth (Gregory 2006). However, this study, and most examining 
temporal dynamics of rhizosphere communities have sampled throughout only one year (Chiarini 
et al. 1998; Kowalchuk et al. 2002). Determining if any observed changes in rhizosphere 
microbial communities are seasonal in nature is, therefore, confounded by the possibility that the 
rhizosphere biota are responding to climatic seasonal differences in temperature and precipitation 
instead of plant phenology. In addition, by sampling over a single year, one cannot dismiss the 
probability that the study was carried out during an unusually hot, cold, wet or dry growing 
season or that stochastic chance events are the reason for any observed patterns (Hubbell 2001; 
Bell et al. 2009).  
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In contrast to these studies sampling over one year, a study by Smalla et al. (2001) 
provides an instance when rhizosphere bacterial communities were sampled multiple times over 
two growing seasons. Using strawberry, oilseed rape and potato, rhizosphere bacterial 
communities displayed seasonal patterns for each plant species in which the flowering stage had 
the strongest enrichment of some bacterial populations. Sampling rhizosphere microbial 
communities several times over multiple years could provide insight towards whether changes in 
rhizosphere communities are seasonal in nature, thereby, furthering our understanding of how 
rhizosphere communities may change due to plant phenology. 
The following field experiment is unique in that after one year of establishment, 
rhizosphere bacterial communities were sampled twice in each of the following two growing 
seasons, corresponding with the active growth and flowering stages of three contrasting perennial 
grassland plant species. The main goal of this study was to explore the temporal changes in 
rhizosphere bacterial diversities and compositions of these three plant species. Encompassed 
within this goal were two objectives. First, I investigated the potential differences in the 
diversities and compositions of rhizosphere bacterial communities among the plant species over 
the two growing seasons. In this way, I tested for a plant identity effect among the plant species 
and whether the plant identity effect was maintained or changed over time. Second, I assessed if 
rhizosphere bacterial diversities and compositions exhibited seasonal patterns corresponding to 
plant phenology. If a plant species’ rhizosphere community exhibits primarily seasonal patterns, I 







The study site is located within a former pasture/hay field at the University of Kansas 
Field Station (KUFS) (lat 39°03ʹ′ N, long 95°12ʹ′ W). Located along the eastern deciduous forest-
tallgrass prairie ecotone of Northeastern Kansas, the area consists of undulating, ridge-to-swale 
topography. The study site is situated on an upland ridgetop, gently sloping downwards from 
north to south. Soils are Pawnee clay loams (montmorillonitic, mesic Aquic Argiudolls) formed 
under glacial deposits of till and loess with weathering of interbedded limestones and shales (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service 1977). The mean annual temperature is 
12.9°C and mean annual precipitation is 930 mm (Atmospheric Science Library 1990). 
 The experiment was located within a 25m x 55m enclosure (3m high fence) and used to 
exclude deer and other large vertebrate herbivores. Between 1997 and 2000, the enclosed area 
was used to study changes in the frequency of crop-specific genetic markers of wild sunflower 
(Helianthus annuus) (Cummings et al. 2002). After the wild sunflower experiment, the field site 
had been periodically mown. Before setting up the current experiment, a survey showed that the 
plant community was dominated by Bromus inermis (cool-season introduced grass). Also 
prevalent were saplings of Ulmus rubra, perennial native warm-season grasses (Andropogon 
virginicus and Sporobolus sp.) and forbs (Solidago canadensis) and the shrub, Rubus 
occidentalis. 
 
Experiment Design and Establishment 
In May 2006, soil within the enclosure was plowed, tilled and roto-tilled to diminish 
potential impacts of prior vegetation upon the soil bacterial community. The experiment was set 
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up as a randomized complete block design with ten blocks of nine treatments. Plots were 1.5m x 
1.5m with alleyways between each. Two treatments were considered controls. One control did not 
contain any plants, was continually weeded, and used to measure bulk soil and the effect of no 
plant inputs (NP). The other control treatment consisted of allowing plants to germinate from the 
seed bank and grow unchecked (SB). This treatment allowed me to measure rhizosphere soil from 
plant species growing naturally within the area and served as a comparison for the three target 
plant species. Overall, weedy annual forbs (Lactuca serriola, Ambrosia artemisiifolia, Ambrosia 
trifada), annual grasses (Setaria faberi), the perennial forb, Solidago canadensis, and the shrub 
Rubus occidentalis dominated the SB control plots. Plant richness within these plots had an 
average of 23.5 species over the two growing seasons. The other seven treatments were 
monocultures and mixtures (2-species; 3-species) of the three target plant species. For the purpose 
of this study, only the monoculture treatments and the NP and SB controls were analyzed. 
 The target species were Agrostis gigantea (C3 grass), Andropogon gerardii (C4 grass) and 
Helianthus maximiliani (forb). The original intent of this experiment was to use native tallgrass 
prairie species as the target plant species. Initially, Koeleria macrantha was chosen as the cool-
season grass. However, after treatment application (seed sowing, described below), I observed 
that K. macrantha seed were contaminated with seeds of A. gigantea, a non-native perennial C3 
grass. All monocultures targeting K. macrantha were ultimately monocultures of A. gigantea 
during the first growing season (2006) due to competitive exclusion. Therefore, A. gigantea was 
used as a target species.  
Seeds of the target species were sown on 6 June 2006. For each plot, the amount sown 
was based upon percent germination of each species and a goal of 1000 seedlings per plot. Seeds 
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were broadcast and the soil was raked to scrape the surface and cover the seeds. Alleyways and 
plots were weeded throughout the duration of the experiment.  
 
Rhizosphere Bacterial Community Structure 
 To assess rhizosphere bacterial communities, soils from each target species were sampled 
in June and August of the 2007 and 2008 growing seasons (four sampling periods total). These 
sampling times coincided with the active growth and peak flowering stages of the target species: 
A. gigantea flowers in June with active growth periods in August, A. gerardii and H. maximiliani 
have active growth stages in June and flower in August. For each sampling period, three locations 
were randomly chosen and the soil beneath the plant closest to that location was sampled (2.5cm 
x 15cm). Soils were frozen at -80°C until further processing could occur. To collect rhizosphere 
soil, the soil cores were carefully broken apart to expose the roots. Any soil that was still attached 
to the root was considered rhizosphere soil, brushed into a collection tray and stored at -80°C 
until DNA analyses. 
  
T-RFLP Procedure: Terminal-Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (T-RFLP) was used to 
assess rhizosphere bacterial communities. Even though T-RFLP does not allow for estimating 
diversity and structure at fine taxonomic levels, this technique is a reproducible method having 
sufficient resolution to detect differences in soil bacterial community structure (Fierer et al. 
2003). Rhizosphere soil DNA was extracted in duplicate for each plot using the MoBio PowerSoil 
DNA extraction kit as recommended by the manufacturer. The duplicate extractions were pooled 
and DNA was quantified by gel electrophoresis. Extractions were either concentrated or diluted to 
obtain a final concentration of 10ng DNA/uL extract. 
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 16S rDNA from the extracted DNA samples was PCR-amplified using the universal 
eubacterial primers 6-FAM 8-27F, a fluorescently labeled forward primer (5ʹ′-
AGRGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG-3ʹ′), and 1389R, a non-labeled reverse primer (5ʹ′-
ACGGGCGGTGTGTACAAG-3ʹ′) (Fierer et al. 2003). For each plot, PCR reactions were 
performed in triplicate. Each 50µL PCR reaction contained 50ng DNA, 0.5uM of each primer, 
and 1 x HotStar Taq Master Mix Kit (Qiagen), which included a final concentration of 2.5 units 
HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase, 1.5nM MgCl2 and 200uM of each dNTP. Reaction mixtures were 
held for 15 minutes at 95°C for activation. Reactions were cycled 32 times through three steps: 
45s of denaturation at 94°C, 45s of annealing at 58°C and 90s for primer extension at 72°C. The 
final extension lasted 10 minutes at 72°C. The triplicate PCR reactions were pooled, purified 
using the MoBio UltraClean PCR Clean-Up Kit, and yields quantified using gel electrophoresis. 
 Products of PCR reactions were initially digested using both RsaI and MspI restriction 
enzymes (New England Biolabs). However, only the RsaI enzyme completely digested PCR 
product. Therefore, analyses of rhizosphere bacterial communities only included digestions using 
RsaI. Each 20µL reaction contained 100ng of purified PCR product, 10 units of restriction 
enzyme and two µL of buffer. Each reaction was digested for three hours at 37°C with an 
inactivation period of 20 minutes at 65°C. The fluorescently labeled fragments were analyzed 
using an Applied Biosystems Instrument 3730 genetic analyzer. Terminal restriction fragment 
(TRFs) sizing between 25 and 1000 bp, with peak heights > 25 fluorescent units were measured 
using Peak Scanner 1.0 analytical software (Applied Biosystems). 
 
T-RFLP Profile Alignment: All rhizosphere bacterial community profiles, from the four sampling 
periods, were analyzed simultaneously using the program T-REX (Culman et al. 2009). T-REX is 
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a free, online-based tool that was developed to aid in the alignment and analysis of T-RFLP 
datasets. Within T-REX, TRFs were first filtered to find ‘true peaks’ within the profiles, using 
peak area. TRFs were aligned such that fragment sizes differing by ≤ 0.5 bp were considered 
identical and clustered. To avoid clustering ‘distinct close peaks’, the maximum number of 
fragments assigned to a cluster was limited to the number of profiles being aligned. Once the 
maximum number was reached, a new cluster was created. For each cluster of TRFs, the average 
size was calculated and used to distinguish TRFs. The data matrix was exported and the peak 
areas for each community profile were relativized for each TRF within that community profile. 
Peak areas with a proportion <0.5% were removed (Fierer et al. 2003). 
In order to compare rhizosphere bacterial community structures, both the proportional 
peak area (abundance) and TRF size were used. Because different organisms can produce TRFs 
of similar size, TRFs of different lengths were assumed to represent different operational 
taxonomic units (OTUs) and not necessarily distinct bacterial species. 
 
Soil Moisture 
 Because there is some evidence that soil characteristics, rather than plant species, can be 
the primary influence acting upon rhizosphere bacterial community diversity and composition, 
soil properties were measured two times during the course of the experiment. First, prior to 
incorporating treatments (June 2006), baseline soil measurements were taken that included total 
soil C, total soil N, available P, soil pH, mineralizable C and N and soil moisture. Second, during 
the 2008 growing season, available N and soil moisture were measured concurrently with the 
sampling of rhizosphere bacterial soils. Because all baseline measurements in 2006 and available 
N values in 2008 were similar among all treatments containing plants (i.e. plots in which 
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rhizosphere soils were sampled), they are not reported here. However, in 2008, soil moisture 
values exhibited differences among these treatments and are reported. The day before soil 
sampling in both June and August 2008, percent soil moisture was measured from the center of 
each plot using a Trime-FM TDR instrument. 
 
Data Analyses 
 Soil moisture and bacterial alpha diversity (richness and Shannon diversity, Hʹ′) 
(calculated in PC-Ord 4.14) (McCune and Mefford 1999) were analyzed using repeated measures 
ANOVA in SPSS 19. Tukey HSD was used as post-hoc tests. Rhizosphere bacterial community 
compositions were first analyzed using Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMS) within PC-
Ord 4.14 using a Bray-Curtis similarity matrix. To graphically display the rhizosphere bacterial 
communities, averages and standard errors were calculated by treatment and sampling date from 
the NMS scores. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze rhizosphere bacterial 
community compositions using the program Permutational Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
(PERMANOVA) within PERMANOVA+ for Primer, Primer v6 software (Anderson 2001; 
Clarke and Gorley 2006). PERMANOVA tests for differences among community matrices using 
ANOVA designs and calculating p-values through permutations of observations. The software 
will also perform a posteriori pair-wise comparisons among factor levels. All PERMANOVA 
analyses used relativised abundance matrices, 9999 permutations and the Bray-Curtis similarity 
distance measure.  
A significant treatment x sampling date interaction was found for both bacterial alpha 
diversity and community compositions (Table 1). Therefore, pair-wise comparisons (alpha 
diversity = Tukey HSD; bacterial compositions = PERMANOVA) among treatments for each 
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sampling date were calculated to assess the extent of the plant identity effect over time. Pair-wise 
comparisons were also calculated among sampling dates for each treatment separately to evaluate 
if rhizosphere bacterial community diversities and compositions exhibited seasonal patterns. 
Temporal shifts were considered seasonal if the changes in rhizosphere bacterial communities 





 Significant treatment, season and treatment x season effects were found when analyzing 
percent soil moisture from the 2008 growing season (Block: F9,36 = 3.75 p = 0.002; Treatment: 
F4,36 = 8.81 p = 0.001; Season: F1,36 = 80.91 p = 0.001; Treatment x Season interaction: F4,36 = 
8.06 p = 0.001) (Figure 1). Overall, soil moisture was significantly higher in June 2008 than in 
August 2008. In June 2008, soil moisture was not significantly different among treatments with 
the exception of Andropogon. Andropogon was significantly higher than both the SB control and 
Helianthus treatment. In August 2008, soil moisture in Agrostis plots had significantly higher soil 
moisture than the NP control, the SB control and Helianthus treatment. Further, Agrostis and 
Andropogon soil moisture values in August 2008 were not significantly different. 
 
Plant Identity Effects  
In June 2007, rhizosphere OTU richness was similar among all treatments (Figure 2A). 
However, in August 2007, Helianthus rhizosphere bacteria had significantly lower OTU richness 
than all other treatments. In June 2008, bacterial OTU richness associated with Agrostis, was 
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significantly lower than the NP control and Andropogon treatments. Once again, in August 2008, 
the rhizosphere of Helianthus had significantly lower bacterial OTU richness than all other 
treatments. Bacterial OTU Shannon diversity exhibited a comparable pattern to that of OTU 
richness (Figure 2B). In June 2007 and 2008, there were no significant differences among 
treatments, while in August of both years, Helianthus rhizosphere bacteria had significantly lower 
Shannon diversities compared to all other treatments. 
Significant treatment, season and treatment x season effects were found when analyzing 
rhizosphere bacterial community compositions (Table 1), indicating that the relationship among 
target plant species changed over time. All three target plant species had similar rhizosphere 
bacterial compositions on the first sampling date (Table 2a; Figure 3A). In August 2007, Agrostis 
and Helianthus rhizosphere bacterial compositions were significantly different, but both were not 
significantly different from Andropogon rhizosphere bacterial compositions (Table 2b; Figure 
3B). Thus, bacterial community compositions associated with Andropogon were intermediate 
between those of Agrostis and Helianthus. The following June (2008), rhizosphere bacterial 
compositions of Helianthus were intermediate between compositions of Agrostis and 
Andropogon, which were significantly different (Table 2c; Figure 3C). Finally, in August 2008, 
the rhizosphere bacterial communities of both grass species had similar compositions and were 
both significantly different from Helianthus bacterial compositions (Table 2d; Figure 3D). In fact, 
Helianthus rhizosphere bacterial community compositions were significantly different from all 
other treatments in August 2008. The NP control had soil bacterial compositions that were either 
significantly different, or nearly so (e.g. June 2007), from all other treatments for each season that 
was sampled. In contrast, the SB control rhizosphere bacterial communities were similar to those 
of each target plant species for each season, with two exceptions. The SB control had 
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significantly different rhizosphere bacterial compositions from Agrostis and Helianthus 
treatments in June 2008 and August 2008, respectively. 
 
Seasonal Patterns 
 Examining how alpha diversity changed over time for each treatment separately showed 
that rhizosphere bacterial OTU richness and Shannon diversities did not change significantly over 
the two growing seasons for all treatments, except Helianthus (Figure 2). Rhizosphere bacterial 
communities form the forb species exhibited a seasonal pattern: OTU richness and Shannon 
diversities were similar from June of both years, as were communities from August of both years. 
However, rhizosphere bacterial OTU alpha diversities significantly decreased in August.  
  When assessing rhizosphere bacterial community compositions over time for each 
treatment, I found only the Helianthus treatment displayed a seasonal pattern (Table 3e; Figure 
4E). This plant species had bacterial compositions that were similar in June of both years. 
Likewise, in August of both years, rhizosphere compositions were also similar. However, 
rhizosphere compositions between June and August were significantly different. In contrast, the 
SB control and Andropogon treatments exhibited gradual changes in rhizosphere bacterial 
community compositions, but these changes were not significant until June 2008 (June 2008 ≠ 
August 2008) (Table 3b, 3d; Figure 4B, 4D). Agrostis rhizosphere bacterial community 
compositions were similar between June 2007 and August 2007, but changed significantly 
thereafter with each season (August 2007 ≠ June 2008 ≠ August 2008) (Table 3c; Figure 4C). The 
bacterial communities of the NP control, representing bulk soil, were not significantly different 
over the two growing seasons, except for one sampling date. Soil bacterial community 
compositions from August 2007 were significantly different from all other sampling times. 
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DISCUSSION 
 By sampling rhizosphere bacterial communities multiple times over two growing seasons, 
I was able to examine the persistence of the plant identity effect among three perennial plant 
species. In addition, I was able to evaluate if these species had rhizosphere bacterial communities 
exhibiting seasonal patterns potentially corresponding with plant phenology. My results indicated 
that the observance of a plant identity effect depended upon the plant species examined and when 
rhizosphere bacterial communities are sampled: Helianthus had unique rhizosphere bacterial 
diversities and compositions in August, but the effect grew stronger during the second year. 
Further, Helianthus rhizosphere bacterial communities displayed seasonal patterns, whereas both 
Agrostis and Andropogon had similar rhizosphere bacterial communities and both showed gradual 
changes in compositions over the two growing seasons. 
 
 Seasonal patterns were observed for Helianthus rhizosphere bacterial diversities (lower in 
August) and compositions (June ≠ August) indicating that root exudation patterns, potentially 
associated with phenology, could be important in determining the rhizosphere communities of 
this forb species. Helianthus rhizosphere bacterial communities also exhibited a plant identity 
effect. However, this effect was observed only in August of both years (lower diversities and 
distinct compositions from the other rhizosphere soils), potentially reflecting the seasonal shifts in 
rhizosphere bacterial community diversities and compositions. Moreover, the plant identity effect 
grew stronger during the second year as Helianthus bacterial communities were different from the 
SB control, Agrostis, and Andropogon treatments. These results suggest two possibilities: 
observing a plant identity effect could depend upon the time of year (or year) soils are sampled 
and the effect could potentially require time to develop. Smalla et al. (2001) also observed a delay 
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in plant identity effects when examining bacterial communities in the rhizospheres of strawberry, 
oilseed rape and potato. One month after planting, all rhizosphere communities were similar. 
Thereafter, strawberry and oilseed rape rhizosphere communities differed over two growing 
seasons. Furthermore, during year two, strawberry and potato rhizosphere communities became 
distinct. These findings were partially attributed to the fact that strawberry is a perennial while 
oilseed rape and potato are annual species. However, because all target species within this study 
were perennials, this life history trait is most likely not a reason why differences were observed. 
The stronger plant identity effect in August 2008 potentially could be attributed to the 
simultaneous temporal changes in bacterial compositions that were occurring within the SB 
control, Agrostis, and Andropogon treatments. 
In contrast to what was found with Helianthus rhizospheres, both Agrostis and 
Andropogon had similar rhizosphere bacterial diversities and compositions throughout all 
sampling dates, except June 2008, and did not display seasonal patterns over time. Instead, the 
rhizosphere bacterial community composition of these two grasses progressively changed over 
time in a similar manner, albeit with a higher level of significance for Agrostis. These results, 
along with the fact that the active growth and flowering stages differed between these two 
grasses, suggest that any root exudation patterns potentially associated with plant phenology was 
not influencing the rhizosphere bacterial communities. It is conceivable that Agrostis and 
Andropogon rhizosphere bacterial compositions were responding to root exudation patterns that 
correspond with a plant trait common to both grass species. For instance, as plants age, root 
exudation quantities can decrease and change in quality (Hamlen et al. 1972). Further as plants 
age, the rhizosphere microbial communities can change from ones that are dominated by 
populations with rapid growth and turnover (e.g. r-strategists such as Proteobacteria) to 
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communities that are dominated by K-strategists such as mutualistic bacteria and fungi, 
suggesting a succession of the rhizosphere communities (de Leij et al. 1993; Chiarini et al. 1998; 
Steer and Harris 2000; Smalla et al. 2001; Baudoin et al. 2002; Marschner et al. 2002; Thirup et 
al. 2003). Assessing root exudation patterns and the specific bacterial populations within the 
rhizosphere were beyond the scope of this study, so it is unknown if Agrostis and Andropogon 
rhizospheres were responding to plant age-root exudation and/or undergoing succession, but 
remain as potential explanations for the observed patterns. 
It is also possible that the rhizosphere bacterial diversities and compositions could respond 
in accordance to plant functional groups (e.g. grasses vs. forbs) (Singh et al. 2007). Functional 
group differences could arise through contrasting root exudations: non-legume forbs can invest 
more long-term C storage into roots, reducing the amount of root exudation, and potentially 
exerting a stronger selective force upon rhizosphere communities compared to grass species 
(Kowalchuk et al. 2002; Marschner et al. 2002; Warembourg et al. 2003). Further grasses and 
forbs have distinct root architectures (fibrous vs. taproot, respectively), which have also been 
found to potentially impact rhizosphere microbial communities (Gregory 2006). Functional group 
traits could have given rise to the differences found between Helianthus and the two grass species 
in August, but does not explain the similarities found in June 2007 and the different rhizosphere 
bacterial communities between Agrostis and Andropogon in June 2008. Therefore, functional 
group traits may not fully explain the relationships among the rhizosphere bacterial communities 
of the three target plant species. In addition, the two grass species exhibited rhizosphere bacterial 
diversities, compositions and temporal patterns similar to the SB control, suggesting that the 
rhizospheres of the grass species could be selecting for a more general bacterial community, 
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reflecting that of an entire plant community developed from the existing seed bank and not 
necessarily functional group traits. 
Soil edaphic properties can potentially determine rhizosphere microbial communities to a 
greater extent than plant species (Innes et al. 2004; Singh et al. 2007). Within this study, there 
were no treatment differences observed for soil pH, available N and OM prior to plant 
establishment and throughout the 2008 growing season (unpublished results). Thus, the observed 
differences in rhizosphere bacterial diversities and compositions of the three target species were 
most likely not because of these soil characteristics. Although soil moisture was not measured in 
2007, based upon the 2008 data, the significantly lower soil moisture within Helianthus plots 
compared to Agrostis and Andropogon in August could partially explain the unique rhizosphere 
bacterial communities of Helianthus during this season. However, patterns of rhizosphere 
bacterial diversities and compositions in June 2008 did not correlate with soil moisture. It is likely 
that the factors influencing rhizosphere bacterial communities of the three target plant species 
could be a complex array of many variables including, but not limited to, root exudation patterns, 
plant functional traits and soil properties.  
 In addition to the results observed among the various rhizosphere soils, I also found 
evidence of a rhizosphere effect: bacterial community compositions within the bulk soil (NP 
control) were significantly different from all rhizosphere soils for most sampling dates. Although 
the types of bacterial populations inhabiting the bulk and rhizosphere soils are not known in the 
current study, others have found that soils without plant inputs can favor spore-forming bacteria 
such as Firmicutes (Singh et al. 2007). In contrast, the presence of roots can prompt an immediate 
shift in the bacterial community towards Proteobacteria, which typically show fast growth rates 
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and responses to the easily degradable C that are released by roots (Grayston et al. 1999; Gros et 
al. 2006; Kielak et al. 2008). 
In June 2007, the NP control had bacterial community compositions similar to the SB 
control and Andropogon treatment, suggesting the rhizosphere effect might not yet have emerged 
for these rhizosphere soils. Despite its common reference throughout the literature, there is some 
evidence that the rhizosphere effect could require time to develop and strengthen (Smalla et al. 
2001; Baudoin et al. 2002). For instance, distinct microbial communities between bulk and 
rhizosphere soils only became apparent 90 days after planting Agrostis stolinifera (Steer and 
Harris 2000). It has been suggested that the general pool of microbial populations already 
inhabiting the bulk soil are the primary source of rhizosphere microbial communities (de Ridder-
Duine et al. 2005; de Boer et al. 2006; Singh et al. 2007). Therefore, a time lag for the rhizo-
competent populations to become dominant within the rhizosphere seems plausible. Because I did 
not sample rhizosphere soils during the first year of plant establishment, I do not know when the 
rhizosphere effect first occurred for Agrostis and Helianthus treatments. However, the results 
point to the possibility that the rhizosphere effect was still developing into the second year of 
plant establishment for the SB control and Andropogon treatments. 
Part of the general concept of the rhizosphere effect is that bulk soil harbors higher 
bacterial diversity than the rhizosphere due to a greater diversity of microhabitats (Gros et al. 
2006). Within this study, this pattern was observed for the Helianthus rhizospheres in August of 
both years. Nevertheless, in general, bacterial diversities were similar between bulk (NP control) 
and most rhizosphere soils. It is not clear why these results are in contrast to this general trend, 
but could be due to the T-RFLP technique used. By excluding the rare OTUs within a community 
profile, T-RFLP can limit the number of OTUs detected (Bent and Forney 2008). Further, T-
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RFLP could mask any subtle differences occurring at lower taxonomic resolutions between the 
bulk and rhizosphere soils (Danovaro et al. 2006). Despite these inherent biases, T-RFLP can be a 
powerful tool to distinguish amongst fundamentally different bacterial communities (Fierer and 
Jackson 2006). 
 Soil bacterial community compositions of the NP control generally did not change 
significantly over time. This is in contrast to several studies reporting temporal dynamics of biota 
within the bulk soil (Bardgett et al. 2005). For example, within alpine environments, fungi can 
dominate the microbial community during winter, corresponding to high levels of biomass and 
litter decomposition (Schmidt et al. 2007). Then, fueled by rhizodeposition, bacteria can dominate 
the microbial community in the summer months. It is not fully known why the bulk soil within 
this experiment did not display temporal changes in bacterial compositions, but could be because 
only a few months out of each year were sampled and the full range of shifts in bacterial 
communities were not detected. A lack of temporal change in soil bacterial communities could 
also be due to an absence of plant litter inputs to support such changes (Bardgett and Wardle 
2010). 
 
 In conclusion, the observance of a plant identity effect can depend upon both the plant 
species and when during the growing season rhizosphere bacterial communities are sampled. 
These qualifications are most likely the result of the disparate temporal dynamics of the 
rhizosphere bacterial communities that can occur with different plant species. In all likelihood, 
temporal patterns of rhizosphere communities from different perennial plant species reflect 
complex interactions of numerous factors such as plant phenology, plant age, functional group, 
root morphology and soil properties. This study provides support towards the necessity of taking 
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multiple samples over the course of the year (and over several years) to capture the essence of the 
entire rhizosphere microbial community (Schmidt et al. 2007). Further understanding of the 
temporal dynamics of rhizosphere microbial communities is important if we are to gain greater 





































Table 1. Results of Repeated Measures ANOVA for rhizosphere bacterial OTU richness, 
Shannon diversity and community compositions. Pseudo-F: F-value generated from 
PERMANOVA. Perm P: p-values generated from 9999 permutations of the data. Significance 
differences at α = 0.05 level. 
 
 
ANOVA Factordf OTU Richness OTU Hʹ′ 
OTU Community 
Composition 
 F P F P Pseudo-F Perm P 
Block9,22 2.26 0.058 1.56 0.188 7.00 0.001 
Treatment4,22 5.22 0.004 8.26 0.001 5.62 0.001 
Season3,66 4.32 0.008 4.22 0.009 11.11 0.001 





























Table 2. P-values for pair-wise comparisons of the rhizosphere bacterial OTU community 
compositions among treatments for each season separately. Comparisons were analyzed within 
PERMANOVA. Significance differences at α = 0.05 level. 
 
a. June 2007 
 NP SB Agrostis Andropogon 
NP     
SB 0.058    
Agrostis 0.007 0.071   
Andropogon 0.083 0.262 0.466  
Helianthus 0.018 0.076 0.246 0.217 
 
 
b. August 2007 
 NP SB Agrostis Andropogon 
NP     
SB 0.033    
Agrostis 0.004 0.526   
Andropogon 0.005 0.267 0.406  
Helianthus 0.019 0.108 0.018 0.081 
 
 
c. June 2008 
 NP SB Agrostis Andropogon 
NP     
SB 0.002    
Agrostis 0.001 0.010   
Andropogon 0.062 0.267 0.011  
Helianthus 0.037 0.072 0.119 0.190 
 
 
d. August 2008 
 NP SB Agrostis Andropogon 
NP     
SB 0.003    
Agrostis 0.012 0.301   
Andropogon 0.030 0.287 0.366  










Table 3. P-values for pair-wise comparisons of the rhizosphere bacterial OTU community 
compositions among seasons for each treatment separately. Comparisons were analyzed within 
PERMANOVA. Significance differences at α = 0.05 level. 
 
a. NP 
 June 2007 August 2007 June 2008 
June 2007    
August 2007 0.031   
June 2008 0.085 0.029  




 June 2007 August 2007 June 2008 
June 2007    
August 2007 0.179   
June 2008 0.044 0.427  




 June 2007 August 2007 June 2008 
June 2007    
August 2007 0.082   
June 2008 0.033 0.024  




 June 2007 August 2007 June 2008 
June 2007    
August 2007 0.181   
June 2008 0.294 0.063  




 June 2007 August 2007 June 2008 
June 2007    
August 2007 0.028   
June 2008 0.170 0.030  











Figure 1. Percent soil moisture from June 2008 and August 2008. Means and SE are displayed 
for each treatment. Block: F9,36 = 3.75 p = 0.002; Treatment: F4,36 = 8.81 p = 0.001; Season: F1,36 































Figure 2. Rhizosphere bacterial OTU A) richness and B) Shannon diversity across all sampling 
dates. Means and SE are displayed for each treatment. OTU Richness: Block factor F9,22 = 2.26 p 
= 0.058; Trt factor F4,22 = 5.22 p = 0.004; Season factor F3,66 = 4.32 p = 0.008; Trt x Season 
factor F12,66 = 1.92 p = 0.048. OTU Shannon Diversity: Block factor F9,22 = 1.56 p = 0.188; Trt 
factor F4,22 = 8.26 p = 0.001; Season factor F3,66 = 4.22 p = 0.009; Trt x Season factor F12,66 = 




Figure 3. NMS plots of rhizosphere bacterial OTU community compositions comparing 
treatments for each season separately. A) June 2007, B) August 2007, C) June 2008 and D) 
August 2008. Symbols represent the average NMS score. Error bars represent SE of the NMS 
scores. Block factor Pseudo-F9,22 = 7.00 p = 0.001; Trt factor Pseudo-F4,22 = 5.62 p = 0.001; 











Figure 4. NMS plots of rhizosphere bacterial OTU community compositions comparing seasons 
for each treatment separately. A) NP, B) SB, C) Agrostis, D) Andropogon and E) Helianthus. 
Symbols represent the average NMS score: J07 = June 2007; A07 = August 2007; J08 = June 
2008; A08 = August 2008. Error bars represent SE of the NMS scores. Block factor Pseudo-F9,22 
= 7.00 p = 0.001; Trt factor Pseudo-F4,22 = 5.62 p = 0.001; Season factor Pseudo-F3,66 = 11.11 p = 




 In this dissertation, I used ecological theory, initially developed for macroorganisms, and 
applied it towards soil microbes to better understand the factors that structure these communities. 
More specifically, I investigated the role that environmental heterogeneity and plant 
communities play in structuring soil bacterial communities. In Chapter 1, within a restoration 
experiment, I compared the importance of local environmental heterogeneity created by the plant 
community to that of the heterogeneity of chemical and physical soil characteristics and to 
regional processes, all of which could be potentially acting upon the bulk soil bacteria. In 
Chapter 2, I reduced the spatial scale of inquiry and examined if an increase in rhizosphere 
bacterial diversity, and differing bacterial compositions, were associated with an increase in plant 
richness, theoretically through the increased diversity of resources provided by plant 
communities with higher richness. Further, resources provided by plants can vary over time, thus 
creating environmental heterogeneity over temporal scales. In Chapter 3, I applied this idea to 
rhizosphere bacterial communities by assessing how compositions changed over time in 
association with plant phenology. Overall, my results show that resource heterogeneity promoted 
by plant communities can be an important, but not an exclusive component, in shaping soil 
bacterial communities. 
 The results from my first chapter show that the capacity of plant communities to 
influence soil bacterial communities can vary depending upon restoration age and land-use 
history. Three avenues of inquiry (i.e. the restoration experiment, multivariate regression 
analyses, and comparison with a remnant prairie) led me to conclude that there was no 
association between the restored plant community and the soil bacterial community of the 
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restoration experiment. Within the bulk soil, the main influence of the plant community can be 
through litter inputs (long-term, indirect effects) and time may be required for the build-up of 
root systems and carbon in the soil. The time since restoration (six years) may have been too 
short to elicit a response by the bacterial community to plant restoration. Instead, bacterial 
communities throughout the experimental field-site were primarily shaped by both niche-based 
local effects of soil environmental properties (e.g. soil pH, texture) and by pure spatial processes 
(e.g. dispersal limitations, historical legacies). Variation in soil bacterial community 
compositions could be due to ecological drift manifested by dispersal limitations of bacterial 
cells, creating patches in community compositions. Further, the legacy effects of cultivation 
history can be very long-lasting, influencing which bacterial populations are present at the 
beginning of restoration. In contrast to the restoration experiment, I found that the spatial 
variation observed in bacterial communities within a remnant prairie was due to the spatial 
variation of the plant community (primarily) and soil properties (secondarily) and not regional 
processes. The differences observed between the restoration experiment and remnant prairie 
were potentially due to the contrasting land-use histories (e.g. cultivation) of these two field 
sites. My results further suggest that several years or decades are necessary in order to restore 
soil bacterial communities and the key factors shaping these communities could change 
depending upon land-use history. 
 In Chapter 2, I found that rhizosphere bacterial diversity did not respond to an increase in 
plant species richness when using three perennial plant species. It is possible that the plant 
communities used did not generate enough environmental heterogeneity within the overall 
rhizospheres to bring about a response by the bacteria. This is demonstrated in several ways. 
First, two out of the three plant species used (Agrostis gigantea, Andropogon gerardii) had 
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similar rhizosphere bacterial diversities and compositions, suggesting that plant-derived 
resources were similar between these grass species. Therefore, an increase in resource diversity 
might not have occurred in the mixture plots that included these two species. Second, the forb, 
Helianthus maximiliani, provided a strong selective force within the rhizosphere, such that 
bacterial diversities were significantly lower when compared to the other rhizosphere 
communities and lowered the overall average in the mixture plots. These aspects, together with 
an indication from the SB control that higher plant species richness (approximately 30 species) 
could display higher rhizosphere bacterial diversity, demonstrates that more than three species 
may have been necessary to generate a response by the bacterial community. Despite an absence 
of a plant richness effect, I found a strong plant presence and plant identity effect. The presence 
of plants altered soil bacterial compositions when compared to the bulk soil. The plant identity 
effect was very striking with the forb, H. maximiliani. Rhizosphere bacterial communities 
associated with this species had distinct compositions from all other treatments. Furthermore, 
when this species was included in a mixture, the bacterial community shifted towards that of H. 
maximiliani. It is possible that the disparities in soil bacterial communities found between the 
two grass species and the forb species could be due to general differences in root exudation 
patterns associated with the plant families, but more work is needed to determine if this was the 
case in this study. 
 In addition to the environmental heterogeneity that plants can produce spatially, variation 
in plant root exudation over time can promote temporal environmental heterogeneity within the 
rhizosphere. In Chapter 3, H. maximiliani rhizosphere bacterial communities exhibited seasonal 
patterns suggesting that resources within the rhizosphere were potentially changing in 
association with plant phenology. In contrast, the rhizosphere communities of the two grass 
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species (A. gigantea, A. gerardii) were similar over time and both showed gradual non-seasonal 
changes in compositions over the two growing seasons. Therefore, these different plant species 
could be generating temporal heterogeneity through different routes resulting in a plant identity 
effect with H. maximiliani that was not permanent and took time to strengthen. Overall, the 
observance of a plant identity effect depended upon the plant species and when the rhizosphere 
bacterial community was sampled. Moreover, temporal patterns of rhizosphere bacteria from 
perennial plant species likely reflected the complex interactions of factors such as plant 
phenology, plant functional group and soil properties. 
 The results of this dissertation show that environmental heterogeneity provided by the 
plant community, both spatially and temporally, can be important for structuring soil bacterial 
communities. It is also clear that other factors (soil environmental properties, regional processes) 
simultaneously help govern soil biota. Within the bulk soil, the degree of influence the plant 
community exerts upon bacterial communities can depend upon land-use history and the time 
allowed for an association between the above- and belowground components to form. A higher 
degree of association between plants and soil bacteria occurs within the rhizosphere. Even with 
this greater interaction, the extent of influence upon soil bacteria can vary depending upon plant 
species, plant phenology, and plant community composition. Overall, the factors governing soil 
bacterial community structure can be numerous and very complex. Deciphering which are most 
important within environments that are continually changing will be an ongoing, important task 
for soil ecologists. 
 
 Throughout this dissertation there were many compelling discoveries concerning the 
factors that govern soil bacterial community structure. These findings also generated many 
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potential avenues of exploration for future studies, some of which I discuss below. First and 
foremost, because there were distinct differences between bacterial communities between the 
restoration experiment and Dogleg Prairie and among the rhizospheres of the three grassland 
plant species, one of the next steps for each of the chapters could be to determine the types of 
bacteria within the bulk and rhizosphere soils. This could provide insight into how the 
compositions of the bacterial communities were different. Various DNA-based techniques have 
become available to characterize the bacteria within the soil, but one of the most recent, 
pyrosequencing, could provide a thorough overview of the bacteria that are present. In addition, 
one could investigate the bacterial genes that are being expressed within the soil communities 
such as the genes that code for ammonia-oxidation and de-nitrification. This would paint a 
picture of not only the kinds of bacteria within the soil, but also give a sense of the ecosystem 
processes being carried out by the bacterial communities, providing a link between bacterial 
compositions and ecosystem function. 
My research focused upon the bacteria, essentially ignoring any other soil organisms. But 
bacteria not only interact with plant communities, but with a suite of other organisms such as 
archaea, fungi, protozoa, and nematodes. Examining how interactions amongst these organisms 
affect bacterial populations could give a broader picture of the bulk and rhizosphere 
environments. It would also be interesting to apply the hypotheses and objectives within this 
dissertation towards these other soil organisms as this would greatly expand our knowledge 
about soil ecology. For example, the only metacommunity analyses performed on soil organisms 
have been for the bacteria, whereas the metacommunity dynamics of other soil microorganisms 
are unknown. 
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 Based upon the results of Chapter 1, future studies could examine the metacommunity 
dynamics from more than one restoration and from multiple remnant prairies. This would not 
only advance our basic knowledge about metacommunity dynamics of soil bacteria, but 1) 
provide evidence as to if the plant communities within the remnants have a strong influence upon 
soil bacterial communities, or if what was found within Chapter 1 was unique for the Dogleg 
Prairie, and 2) give a broader perspective upon what factors are important within a restoration 
context. Revisiting the same plots after 20 or 30 years and comparing the bacterial communities 
within the restoration experiment could give insight into how long it would take soil bacterial 
communities to respond to plant restoration within this system. 
 Several patterns concerning rhizosphere bacterial communities emerged from the results 
found in both Chapters 2 and 3. A challenge for future studies will be to determine the 
underlying mechanisms for the observed patterns. It is hypothesized that the primary reason for 
the plant identity effect is root exudation for each plant species, but the root exudation 
compounds and quantities are unknown for the grassland plant species used in my research. 
Examining 1) what compounds are exuded by these plant species, 2) how much of those 
compounds are exuded, 3) how the root exudates may change over time and 4) if the exudates 
correlate with the compositions of the rhizosphere bacteria could provide several routes for 
determining if root exudation is an underlying mechanism for the observed rhizosphere bacterial 
communities. 
 Additionally, my results suggest that the rhizosphere bacteria may be responding to root 
exudation patterns associated with plant functional group rather than plant species. However, it is 
not known how widespread a plant functional group response is for the rhizosphere bacteria. 
Future research could include using additional plant species classified by plant functional group 
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and/or plant family, determining how root exudation patterns correlate to these groups and if 
plant functional group root exudation traits contribute to any differences observed within the 
rhizosphere communities. More specifically, it would be very interesting to determine if 
Helianthus maximiliani exhibited allelopathic tendencies within the roots, its exudates and leaf 
litter, giving rise to potential mechanisms explaining the lower bacterial diversities and distinct 
compositions found within its rhizospheres. How these allelopathic compounds change over time 
could also elucidate the seasonal patterns observed within the rhizospheres of Helianthus 
maximiliani and the varied plant identity effect.  
 From Chapter 2, I found that the range of plant richness levels used might not have been 
high enough to observe a response by the rhizosphere bacterial community. By increasing the 
number of plant species used, further investigations could determine 1) if there is a minimum 
number of plant species that are required to show a relationship with soil biota and 2) how 
important the plant identity effect is to the outcome of the plant richness and soil biota 
relationship. And finally, from the results in Chapter 3, the rhizosphere bacterial communities of 
the two grass species changed over time, but not in a seasonal pattern. It would be interesting to 
monitor these rhizospheres for a longer period of time to examine if the rhizosphere bacterial 
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